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Abstract 

This thesis describes a new ^-stable and Instable integration method for simu

lating the time-domain transient response of stiff nonlinear circuits. The proposed 

method is based on the Obreshkov formula. It utilizes high-order derivatives at single 

step and can be made of arbitrary high order while maintaining the yl-stability prop

erty. The new method allows for adoption of higher-order integration methods for 

transient analysis of electronic circuits while enabling them to take larger step sizes 

without violating stability, leading to faster simulations. Furthermore, the method 

can be run in an L-stable mode to handle circuits with extremely stiff equations. 

Necessary theoretical foundations, implementation details, error control mechanisms 

and validating computational results are presented. 

m 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Circuit simulation plays a very important role in circuit analysis and design. A 

simulator is used to predict the behavior of electrical circuits without the need for 

physically constructing the circuits. Circuit level simulators are used to model the 

behavior of a circuit described in terms of transistors, capacitors, resistors and their 

interconnections. The simulator computes detailed analog waveforms (voltages and 

currents), which accurately model the behavior of the circuits to a given set of inputs. 

The results of analysis are either tabulated as a sequence of numbers, or plotted as 

waveforms. 

One of the important time domain simulation methods is transient analysis. The 

first step in transient analysis is the formulation of a coupled set of nonlinear first-

order differential equations representing the behavior of the circuit. The next step is 

to replace the time derivatives in the differential equations by finite difference approx-

1 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

imations (known as integration formulas) at discrete time instants. This step trans

forms the nonlinear ordinary differential equations, at each discretized time point, 

into a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. 

The third step is to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations by Newton-Raphson 

(NR) method which approximates them with a linear set of equations based on an 

initial estimate. 

Having arrived at a satisfactory solution at the time point, a trial time increment 

to advance to a new point is selected, and a prediction of the solution at the new point 

is made. This prediction is used as the initial estimate of the solution for Newton-

Raphson method at the new time point. Thus simulation proceeds as a march-in-time 

through a sequence of discretized time points selected to achieve both convergence of 

the Newton iteration process and adequate accuracy of simulation. 

Designers of electronic circuits typically expect transient analysis simulators to be 

of superior accuracy while requiring shorter execution time and limited computational 

resources. Typically, these requirements are often in conflict with each other for 

most circuit applications. The primary cause of such a conflict arises while solving 

underlying differential equations and is usually due to the relation between the order 

and stability of the integration methods being used. 

1.2 Propert ies of integration methods 

The order of the method reflects the computational effort needed to achieve a better 

accuracy. However, high-accuracy integration using a small-order method necessitates 

a significant reduction in the step size, causing solutions to be performed at a larger 
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number of time points. Another issue is the evaluation of nonlinear devices (and 

their derivatives) at each time step, with modern devices requiring more CPU time 

to evaluate. Typically the cost associated with the model evaluation dominates the 

computational efforts spent at each time step. Both issues often cause transient 

analysis time to run excessively longer. Hence, high-order methods which naturally 

lead to a reduction in the number of time steps would, therefore, be crucial to efficient 

simulations. 

Nevertheless, numerical stability is a decisive factor in the choice of integration 

methods, since a lack of stability can cause the solution to grow without bounds over 

time, rendering the results of no use. In general, it is desirable that the integration 

method is guaranteed to be stable for all types of stable circuits (i.e., for all circuits 

with poles over the left-half plane of the complex domain). This concept is known in 

the mathematical literature as ^-stability, and an integration method exhibiting this 

feature is called A-stable. Also, obtaining stiff decay at q = oo (methods possessing 

this characteristic, in addition to be A-stale, are called instable [1] methods) is a 

crucial requirement for handling very stiff circuits that are described by differential-

algebraic equations (such as those arising in using the modified nodal admittance 

formulation [2]). Therefore, an ideal integration method should be A-stable (or in

stable) with high order, and should take minimal computational efforts. 

1.3 Traditional methods 

One of the major classes of integration methods that has been very popular in circuit 

simulation is the linear multistep (LMS). The known forward Euler (FE), backward 
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Euler (BE), trapezoidal rule (TR) and backward differentiation formula (BDF) belong 

to this class. Ideally, one hopes to find .A-stable methods of significantly high order 

within the suite of LMS methods. Unfortunately, as has been established by the 

second Dahlquist barrier [3], the highest achievable order in this class of methods 

cannot exceed order 2, i.e., the trapezoidal rule is the ^4-stable method with highest 

order. As a result of this barrier, the quest for integration methods with better 

accuracy shifted to relax the A-stability requirement by considering the so-called 

j4(a.')-stable methods, which are stable over limited portions of the complex domain 

(including q = oo), but with stability domains increasingly shrinking for progressively 

increasing high order. The prime example of these approaches is BDF, or Gear's 

method [4], which has gained significant prominence due to its efficiency in handling 

very stiff circuits [5]. BDF uses past points to advance to future points and can 

achieve orders 1 to 6. However, there are several drawbacks to the notion of sacrificing 

stability in return for high-order integration methods, which represents the basic 

philosophy of BDF methods. 

1. The theoretical stability regions for the high-order BDF methods, although 

smaller than the ideal A-stability, can only be maintained if one maintains 

a constant step size in marching through time. In fact, it was shown that 

these stability regions shrink even further if the ratio between two successive 

steps exceeds a certain threshold [6]. This is a serious disadvantage, noting that 

flexible step size adjustment is the key to follow the circuit waveforms efficiently. 

2. .A(a)-stability methods are only sufficient for numerical integration of stiff dif

ferential systems in the absence of oscillating components. If the circuit has 
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highly oscillatory behavior with poles very close to the imaginary axis, the step 

size has to be reduced dramatically to guarantee a stable response. 

3. In addition, when a variable step size implementation is used, the coefficients 

of the formula have to be updated to maintain the accuracy. Polynomial inter

polation of the past points becomes necessary to estimate the local truncation 

error and to predict a new step size [7], [8]. However, polynomial interpolation 

always requires a certain degree of regularity in the waveforms being approxi

mated, which may not be adequately satisfied if the nonlinear models exhibit 

strong nonlinear behavior. 

The above reasons have prompted several mainstream circuit simulators to dis

courage the user from invoking methods of order higher than 2 in simulating highly 

nonlinear circuits. However, the available most accurate second-order ^4-stable LMS 

method, i.e., the trapezoidal rule, is not L-stable. This fact means that TR does not 

damp modes with large real parts [9], [1]. Backward Euler and second order BDF are 

L-stable methods. Unfortunately, they are not as accurate as trapezoidal rule. 

It is important to note at this point, that A-stable (and also L-stable) methods 

with orders higher than 2 exist, but in forms different from the LMS, such as single-

step multi-stage Runge-Kutta methods (RK) [9], [1]. However, for these methods, it 

is quite challenging to derive high-order formulas, in addition to the difficulties that 

arise from the computational aspects of their implementations. 
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1.4 Thesis objective 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a new integration method that ad

dresses all of the above difficulties. In particular, the proposed algorithm will offer 

the following key advantages. 

1. The new method is free from theoretical barriers that previously prevented the 

incorporation of high-order integrations, which are more accurate than low order 

methods for the solution of differential equations (DE). 

2. Contrary to the existing high-order A-stable algorithms, the algorithms pro

posed here are readily available with a priori known coefficients for arbitrary 

high order with no need for derivation (chapter 2 briefly describes the existing 

methods such as [10], to highlight the main differences between them and the 

proposed algorithms). 

3. The new method allows for efficient adoption of higher-order integration meth

ods for transient analysis of electronic circuits while allowing them to take larger 

step sizes without violating stability. This leads to a smaller number of time 

point solutions for waveform evaluations and hence faster time-domain simula

tions. 

The new method is based on a modified version of the Obreshkov formula which 

utilizes implicit high-order derivatives. Necessary theoretical foundations, implemen

tation details, time-step error control mechanisms and validating computational re

sults are presented. 
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1.5 Thesis contributions 

This thesis proposes a modified version of Obreshkov formula. The properties of the 

modified Obreshkov formula, its application to circuit simulations and a step size 

control mechanism are presented. There are four major contributions in my thesis 

[11], [12], [13]. 

1. A class of integration methods are proposed based on the modified version 

of Obreshkov formula. The order of the modified Obreshkov formula can be 

arbitrarily high. Under certain conditions, the modified Obreshkov formula is 

A-stable and L-stable [11], [12]. 

2. A high-order circuit simulator is implemented based on the modified Obreshkov 

formula. In order to evaluate the high-order derivatives and partial derivatives of 

the nonlinear functions, tree-like structures are constructed and linear recursive 

relationships are formulated [11], [12]. 

3. A few specially tailored techniques are used to enable the high-order circuit 

simulator to reach its full potential. The implementations are improved in the 

following ways [13]. 

(a) The evaluation time of the partial derivatives is reduced greatly by convert

ing the nonlinear portion of Jacobian matrix from a two dimensional array 

into one dimensional array. In addition to the reduction of evaluation time 

of the nonlinear partial derivatives, the resulting Jacobian matrix enjoys 

a simple block Hessenberg matrix structure with repeated entries in super 
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diagonal and the main diagonal. This fact greatly facilitates the numerical 

LU factorization. 

(b) A block version of KLU, which factorizes the high order matrices based on 

blocks instead of scalars, is implemented to efficiently factorize the high-

order Jacobian matrices. Enjoying the almost symmetric sparse pattern 

and a almost zero-free diagonal, which are usually possessed by the circuit 

matrices, the block version of KLU reaches its best performance. 

(c) The large step size afforded by the high-order methods typically requires 

more number of Newton iterations to obtain a converged solution. The 

computational burden is partially relieved by supplying a better initial 

guess, which is generated by a low-order method with a less accuracy 

requirement, to start the high-order Newton iterations. 

4. To simulate the circuits efficiently, an adaptive variable step size control algo

rithm is implemented by using the Nordsieck method. During the fast changing 

phase, a small step size is used to capture the fine level of the response. When 

the waveform is smooth, a large step size is adopted to save computational cost 

[11]. 

1.6 Thesis organization 

This thesis is organized into nine chapters. Following this chapter, chapter 2 reviews 

various integration methods for solving differential equations. Chapter 3 introduces 

the theoretical foundation of the proposed algorithms and their order, local truncation 
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error and stability issues. In chapter 4, the error estimation method and the step 

size control mechanism are discussed in detail. Chapter 5 describes implementation 

details on linear and nonlinear circuits. In chapter 6, the structural characteristics 

of the Jacobian matrix are discussed and a few improved implementation techniques 

are presented. Chapter 7 shows a few example circuits and their computational 

results. Chapter 8 presents more numerical examples to demonstrate the advantages 

introduced by the improved techniques proposed in chapter 6. Chapter 9 gives a brief 

summary of contributions and possible future work. 



Chapter 2 

Review of integration methods 

This chapter presents a general background for various integration methods. It will 

also serve as a platform for highlighting the main theoretical aspects used in the 

proposed algorithm. 

In general, the initial value problem (IVP) to be solved is written in the following 

form 

x'= f(t,x), 0<t<b, (2.1) 

with x(0) = XQ given. For IVPs, one starts at the initial point with all the solution 

information and marches forward in time. We will assume f(t, x) be continuous for 

all (t,x) in a region T> = {0 < t < b, \x\ < 00} and Lipschitz continuity in x, i.e., 

there exists a constant L such that for all (t, x) and (t, x) in P , 

\f{t,x)-f(t,x)\<L\x-x\. (2.2) 

Then 

1. For any XQ, there exists a unique solution x(t) throughout the interval [0, b] for 

the IVP (2.1). This solution is differentiable. 

10 
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2. The solution x depends continuously on the initial data: if x also satisfies the 

ODE (but not the same initial values) then 

\x(t) -x{t)\ < eLt\xO - x(0)\. (2.3) 

3. If x satisfies, more generally, a perturbed ODE 

x' = f(t,x) + r(t,x), 

where r is bounded on T>, \\r\\ < M, then 

\x(t) - x(t)\ < eLt\x(0) - x(0)\ + ^ (eLt - l) . (2.4) 

If / is differentiable, then the constant L can be taken as a bound on the first 

derivatives of / with respect to x, i.e., 

df(t,x) 
L = sup 

(t,x)ev 
(2.5) 

dx 

Thus, subject to both continuity and Lipschitz continuity of / in V, (2.1) has a 

unique solution in 0 < t < b and is well-posed [1]. 

We will denote by xn the approximation generated by an integration method to 

x(t) at time t = tn with x(t)E M.N being the vector of unknown variables and iV the 

number of the variables. As suggested by Burrage [14], available integration methods 

for the solution of differential equations can be viewed on a two-dimensional plane 

as shown in Figure 2.1. On this plane, two main approaches can be seen to lie at 

opposite ends of the spectrum: the single-step multistage methods and the linear 

multistep (LMS) methods. Further approaches that combine aspects from these two 

approaches may be represented by points on that plane. The order of a method is 

indicated by the number between brackets. 
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«+—1 
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Lobatto IIIC (4) 

Figure 2.1: Representing integration methods on a plane as points that combine the 

number of stages and the number of previous step points. The numbers between 

brackets indicate the order of the methods. 

2.1 Order and local error 

Much of the study of numerical methods to solve ordinary differential equations 

(ODE) is concerned with the errors at each step that are due to the difference ap

proximation, and how they accumulate over time. 
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A method is said to be of order p if 

+ 0(e2), (2.6) xn = x(tn) + CK+l-—Tx(t) 
d^1 

dtp 
t—En 

where hn = tn — £n-i- C is called the error constant of the method. The magnitude 

of C indicates the accuracy of the results. 0(hv) is an error term proportional to hv. 

Typically, the error of a given integration method is defined using the so-called Local 

Truncation Error (LTE). LTE is defined as the (p + l ) t h term in (2.6), i.e., 

dn = CK+1—TTx(t) - i u 

dtp (2.7) 
t—tn 

If a difference method starts from the exact solution and evolves only one step, the 

error between the exact solution and the approximation is LTE. Another important 

measure of the error made at each step, the local error, is defined as the amount by 

which the numerical solution xn at each step differs from the exact solution x(tn) to 

the initial value problem 

x'(t) = f(t,x(t)), (2.8) 

•Ev>n—1) = = "Era—1-

Thus the local error is given by 

It is shown in [1] that, for all the numerical ODE methods considered in our scope, 

\dn\ = \ln\(l + 0(hn)). (2.10) 

The two local error indicators are thus often closely related. However, for stiff prob

lems, the constant implied in this 0(hn) may be quite large. 
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2.2 Stability 

Stability is another crucial criterion in the choice of an integration method. The 

stability of a given integration method is usually studied through characterizing its 

behavior in approximating the scalar test equation [1] 

x' = Xx, (2.11) 

x(0) = x0, 

where A is a complex constant and 3?e(A) < 0. Usually, A represents an eigenvalue of 

a system's matrix. The exact solution for the scalar test equation is 

x(tn) = x0e
xtn, 

which is an exponentially decaying solution if 9?e(A) < 0. Naturally, one would 

expects that the sequence of approximations to the scalar test equation, XQ, # I , X2, 

..., xn, should satisfy 

\xn\ < |xn_ij , n = 1,2,... , (2.12) 

which is known as the absolute stability requirement. 

For a given numerical method, the region of absolute stability is a region in the 

complex g-plane. When applying the method to the test equation (2.11), the q = hX 

within this region yields an approximate solution satisfying the absolute stability 

requirement (2.12). This means to approximate the naturally stable system (2.11), 

the step size h of an integration method must be selected to make hX lie on or inside 

the region of absolute stability. 

For example, Figure 2.2 shows the region of absolute stability for the forward 

Euler method, which is a unit circle with center at (-1, 0). Thus if the step size h 
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used by the forward Euler method is such that hX lies inside the unit circle of Figure 

2.2, then the integration is stable and the sequence of approximations satisfies (2.12). 

2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

-0.5 

-1 

-1.5 

~i 1 1 1 r 

J L 

-3.5 -3 -2.5 -1.5 
Re(q) 

-0.5 0 0.5 

Figure 2.2: Absolute stability region for the forward Euler (shaded area) 

Ideally, the choice of the step size h should be dictated by approximation accuracy 

requirements, not by the stability region. Loosely speaking, a system is referred as 

being stiff if the absolute stability requirements of some numerical methods dictate a 

much smaller step size than is needed to satisfy approximation requirements alone. 

Problems are characterized as stiff if the derivative depends strongly on the solution. 

That is, for the test equation (2.11), |A| is very large. Generalizing to multiple 
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dimensions, a system of linear equations of the form 

x' = Jx 

is stiff if the square matrix J has at least one eigenvalue, A, for which | A| is very large. 

A nonlinear set of differential equations 

x' = f(t,x) 

is stiff if the Jacobian matrix 

J{X) = dx-

of / has at least one eigenvalue, A, for which |A| is very large [6]. 

Usually, a stiff system has some eigenvalues close to the origin of coordinates and 

some eigenvalues very far away from them, all in the left half plane. In time domain 

simulations, the response of the system is mainly captured by the eigenvalues close 

to the origin. Large step size is sufficient because the solution corresponding to the 

these eigenvalues is relatively smooth. On the other hand, the solution components 

corresponding to the eigenvalues with large real parts generally decay rapidly [2]. 

With the forward Euler method, one has to adopt a very small step size h to maintain 

the stability of integration when some eigenvalues are far from the origin. This idea 

leads us to the concept of ^-stability [3] defined next. 

2.2.1 A-st ability 

An integration method is said to be A-stable if its region of absolute stability contains 

the entire left half-plane of q = h\, i.e., an integration formula is said to be A-stable 

if it leads to a bounded solution of the test differential equation (2.11) for any step 
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size for all 3fte(A) < 0. For example, both the backward Euler and the trapezoidal rule 

are ^4-stable since their regions of absolute stability cover the entire left half plane of 

the g-plane, as shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. 
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Figure 2.3: Absolute stability region for the backward Euler (shaded area) 

2.2.2 Z-stability 

A further investigation into A-stability reveals two deficiencies. The first is that it 

does not distinguish between the cases 

sfte(A) -oo 
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Figure 2.4: Absolute stability region for the trapezoidal rule (shaded area). 

and 

- 1 < 3fte(A) < 0, |3m(A)| -> oo. 

The latter case gives rise to a highly oscillatory exact solution, which does not decay 

much. 

The second possible weakness of the .A-stability definition arises from its exclusive 

use of absolute stability. In the very stiff limit, /in5fte(A) —> —oo, the exact solution of 

the test equation satisfies |a;(tn)| = \x{tn-i)\e
hnUe^ <C \x(tn-{)\. The corresponding 

absolute stability requirement, \xn\ < |xn_i| , seems insufficient in comparison, since 

it does not exclude \xn\ ~ |xn_i| . Here is where the stiff decay comes into the picture. 
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An integration method is said to have stiff decay if 

• 0 as hX —> - c o . 
•En 

The practical advantage of methods with stiff decay lies in their ability to skip 

fine-level (i.e., rapid varying) solution details and still maintain a decent description 

of the solution on a coarse level in the very stiff (not the highly oscillatory) case. 

This leads us to the stronger concept of L-stability defined next. A method is said 

to be L-stable if it is ^-stable with stiff decay [15], [1]. For example, the backward 

Euler is an .L-stable method. 

2.2.3 A(a)-stability 

Given the difficulty of constructing ^-stable or L-stable methods with high order, 

the focus has been shifted to construct the so-called A(a)-stable methods which are 

stable over limited portions of the left half plane of the g-domain. 

A method is said to be A(a)-stable if all the q in the wedge-shaped domain 

u < 0 and — tan(a)|it | < v < tan(a)|tt | 

is contained in the region of absolute stability [6], [9], where u and v are the real and 

imaginary parts of q, i.e., 

q = u + iv. (2.13) 

Of course, A(7r/2)-stability is nothing else but .A-stability, but decreasing a > 0 

allows for relaxed stability requirements. These are amply sufficient for the numerical 

integration of stiff differential systems in the absence of oscillating components [16]. 
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2.3 Integration methods 

According to Figure 2.1, existing integration methods can be viewed on the two-

dimensional plane, where the x-axis represents single-step multistage methods and 

the y-axis represents linear multi-step methods. This section provides a basic outline 

for the general structure of these methods. 

2.3.1 Linear multistep (LMS) methods 

The general form of a linear fc-step method is represented by the following formula, 

k k 

~ *2L„ (2-14) J2^Xn+k-, = hj2(t 
%=o i = 0 

where Xn represents an approximation to -^x(t) at t = tn, with xn = xn. The 

coefficients /J,Z and £s are specific to each integration method. 

Figure 2.5 describes graphically the use of the previous values and derivatives at 

the past k points to advance to the next step at tn+k. 

known 

unknown 

past /(-steps 

*n+fe 

future step 

Figure 2.5: Time axis describing the use of the previous values and derivatives at the 

past k time points to advance linear multistep methods to the next time point, in+fc-
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In order to derive /c-step LMS method with order p, one has to compute ^ and 

Q (i = 0 , . . . , k) such that the first p + 1 Taylor series coefficients in the operator 

k k 

C(x(t)) : = ^2/j,ix(tn+k-i) - hy^(ix'(tn+k-i) (2.15) 
i=0 i=0 

vanish identically. An LMS is said to be explicit if Co is set to 0, and implicit otherwise. 

An explicit method has the advantage that the unknown future point (xn+k) can be 

computed directly from the previous points and the derivatives of x at these past 

points. On the other hand, an implicit method (Co ^ 0) requires solving a system of 

nonlinear equations in order to obtain xn+k-

In the following, several examples of LMS methods are presented and their stability 

properties are described. 

2.3.1.1 Single-step methods 

Single-step methods are special cases of LMS methods obtained by setting k = 1. 

Forward Euler method (FE) 

Our first example of these methods is the forward Euler method obtained by setting 

Co = 0, where (2.14) becomes 

/i0a:n+i + Vixn = h(ix'n. (2.16) 

To have a method of order 1 (p = 1), we substitute xn+\, xn and x'n by x(tn+i), x(tn) 

and Tjf | t_ t in (2.16), expand each term in its Taylor series, and equate the terms up 

to the pth derivative to zero. This results in the following method 

xn+i = xn + hx'n, (2.17) 
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and the values of \x% and C» are 

/io = 1, A*i = —1 and Ci = 1. 

The error constant is C = 1/2. which is the coefficient of the (p + l ) t h derivative that 

does not vanish in the Taylor expansion. 

Since Co = 0, the forward Euler method is an explicit method that does not require 

the expensive step of obtaining x of a system of nonlinear equations. 

Backward Euler method (BE) 

Backward Euler is obtained similarly by setting Ci = 0, where (2.14) becomes 

l-l>0Xn+i + }MiXn = h(0x'n+1. (2.18) 

It is a method of order 1 (p = 1). To obtain the value of the coefficients in (2.18), we 

substitute cc(in+i), x(tn) and ^ | for xn+i, xn and x'n+l in (2.16), expand each 

term in its Taylor series, and equate to zero the terms up to the p t h derivative. This 

results in the following method 

xn+1 = xn + hx'n+l, (2.19) 

and the values of \i% and (t are 

//,0 = 1, Hi = - 1 and Co = 1-

The error constant is C = 1/2, which is the coefficient before the (p + l ) t h derivative 

that does vanish in the Taylor expansion. 

Backward Euler is an implicit method because Co ¥" 0- I n order to obtain xn+i, it 

requires the solution of a system of nonlinear equations. 
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Trapezoidal rule (TR) 

The trapezoidal rule is obtained by weighting the derivatives at both t = tn and 

t = tn+i so that (2.14) becomes 

[i0xn+1 + \ixxn = h((0x'n+l + bx'n). (2.20) 

The order of the trapezoidal rule is 2 (p = 2). To obtain the value of the coefficients 

in (2.20), we substitute x(tn+1), x(tn), ff| t= tn+i and ^\t=tn for xn+1, xn, x'n+l and 

x'n in (2.20), expand each term in its Taylor series, and equate to zero the terms up 

to the pth derivative. This results in the following formula 

xn+l = xn + -(x'n+1 + x'n), (2.21) 

and the values of [i% and Q are 

Ho = 1, /iX = - 1 and Co = Ci = ~-

The error constant is C = 1/12, which is the coefficient of the (p + l ) t h derivative 

that does not vanish in the Taylor expansion. 

The trapezoidal rule is an implicit method because Co ¥" 0. In order to obtain 

xn+\, it requires the solution of a system of nonlinear equations. 

2.3.1.2 Backward differentiation formulas (BDF) 

The well-known backward differentiation formulas (BDF) are obtained by setting 

Ci = (2 = ' •' = Ck = 0, where (2.14) becomes 

k 

Y^ ViXn+k-i = h(0x'n+k. (2.22) 
i=0 
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The A;-step BDF is an order p = k method. To obtain the coefficients jj,t, i = 0, . . . , k 

and Co, in (2.22), we substitute x(tn+k-i), i = 0, ..., k, and dx I 
dt \t=t„ 

for x n+k—i} 1 

0, . . . , k, and x'n+k in (2.22), expand each term in its Taylor series, and equate to 

zero the terms up to the pth derivative. 

Applying the operator in (2.15), the order and error constants defined in (2.7) can 

be obtained for BDF, as shown in Table 2.1. Note in Table 2.1, the first order BDF 

is reduced to the backward Euler. 

Table 2.1: Order and local truncation error constants of BDF 
Method 

P 

\c\ 

BDF 

1 

0.5 

2 

0.2222 
3 4 

0.1364 0.0960 
5 

0.0730 

6 
0.0583 

2.3.2 Stability of LMS methods 

The stability of a general linear multistep method is usually studied by considering 

the scalar test equation (2.11). Thus, we substitute x' = Xx into (2.14) and obtain 

k 

J ^ - h\Qxn+k-t = 0. (2.23) 
i=0 

Since the test equation has the known solution 

x(t) = x(0)eAi, 

we anticipate that the solution of (2.23) has a similar form 

xn+k_t - x(0)exh{n+k-l) = x(0)eg{n+k-l), 

where q = hX. Inserting this anticipated solution into (2.23), we obtain 

/• k k -. 

(0)eH Y.^eq{k~l) -lY,^eq{k~l) \ = °-

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 
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The multiplicative factor can be removed. Introducing a new variable 

(2.27) 

(2.26) simplifies to 
k k 

J2 ^z(k~i) - ? 5Z ̂ zik~l) = °- (2-28) 
It is usual to introduce new notations for the polynomials in z: 

k k 

P(z) = Y.^z{k~l)- °-(*) = E ^ ( f c - J ) - (2-29) 
i=0 1=0 

This simplifies (2.28) to 

p(z) - qa(z) = 0. (2.30) 

It is a polynomial equation of degree k in the variable z and must have k roots, which 

we designate as z3. Assume that all of them are simple. Then 

p(z) - qa{z) = j(z - zi) • • • (z - z3) • • • (z ~ zk). (2.31) 

Insert the j t h root z3 into (2.25); at the (n + k — z) th step we have 

{xn+k-t)3 = x(0)z;+k~\ 

where (xn+k-i)j is the approximation to the j t h root. Now assume that we take a 

large number of steps, n —» oo. To obtain a stable solution, we require 

| Z J | < 1 . (2.32) 

The above condition on the roots of p(z) — qa(z) is typically known as the root 

condition. In particular, it requires that all the roots of p(z) — qo{z) be on or inside 

the unit circle, with only simple roots allowed on the unit circle of the g-domain. 
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Thus, to characterize the stability of an LMS method, i.e., to find its absolute 

stability region in the g-domain, one must find the roots of p(z) — qcr(z) = 0 in terms 

of q. This would give the picture as to for which values of q, the roots will venture 

outside the unit circle. 

Unfortunately, except for some simple cases, computing the roots of the polyno

mials (2.30) as explicit functions of q is very difficult. 

This fact makes the study of stability properties of LMS methods a difficult task. 

Nonetheless, some simplified stability properties could be understood for two limiting 

cases. The first case happens when the step size h is so small that h —> 0, and (2.30) 

reduces to 

p(z) = 0. (2.33) 

Thus, under this condition (h —> 0), the stability condition requires that the roots 

of p(z) alone be on or inside the unit circle. Such stability condition is known as 

0-stability. 

The second case happens when the step size tends to be large, where the second 

term in (2.30) becomes dominant, thereby requiring that the roots of a(z) be inside 

or on the unit circle. Such stability is known as A^-stability. 

For single-step methods, complete stability characteristics are very simple since 

one can obtain the roots of the polynomial p(z) — qcr(z) as explicit functions of q. To 

illustrate this issue, we revisit the BE, FE and TR methods and deduce their regions 

of absolute stability. 
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2.3.2.1 Stability of the forward Euler method 

We start with the forward Euler method. Inserting the scalar test equation x' = Xx 

into the forward Euler formula (2.17) for the derivative, we obtain 

xn+1 = (1 + hX)xn. (2.34) 

For the result to be finite for a stable differential equation (9fJe(A) < 0), we must have 

\l + q\<l, (2.35) 

where q = hX. This is the condition for the forward Euler method to be stable. Insert 

q = u + iv into (2.35). The result is 

\l + u + iv\<l or {l + uf + v2 < 1. 

This is the region inside a unit circle with center at (-1, 0) passing through the origin, 

as shown in Figure (2.2). The region of stability is inside the circle. For large |A|, the 

step size h must be small to make q = hX inside the stability region. 

2.3.2.2 Stability of the backward Euler method 

The absolute stability region of the backward Euler is studied by inserting the scalar 

test equation (2.11) into the backward Euler formula (2.19) for x'. We obtain 

xn+i = xn + h,Xxn+\ 

or 

xn i 

1 — hX 1 — q 

In order to get a stable solution for n —> oo we require 
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Inserting q = u + iv, we obtain 

(l-u)2 + v2 > 1. 

If we take the equality in the above relation, we get a unit circle with center at (1, 

0) passing through the origin, as shown in Figure (2.3). The inequality is satisfied 

outside this circle; thus, the backward Euler is stable for all A in the left half plane. 

In the very stiff limit, when h\ —> — oo, we have 

•En, 

1 

1 - 9 
0. 

q—•—oo 

Thus we conclude that the backward Euler is an L-stable method. 

2.3.2.3 Stability of the trapezoidal rule 

Now consider the trapezoidal rule (2.21). Inserting the scalar test equation (2.11) for 

both x'n+l and x'n, we obtain 

— ^ ( \ 

or 

xn+1 — 
1 + M 
1 ~ 2 
1 h\Xn 

In order to obtain a stable solution in the limiting case, as n 

requirement is 

2 + q 

2 - 9 
< 1 or 

2 + u + iv 

2 — u — iv 
< 1. 

Simplifying, we obtain 

oo, the stability 

Au < 0, 
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which shows that the boundary of the stability region is the imaginary axis. The 

trapezoidal rule is stable for any A with Ke(A) < 0, as shown in Figure (2.4). This 

means it is an A-stable method. 

The Dahlquist Barriers 

Despite the difficulty in studying the stability characteristic of general LMS meth

ods, Dahlquist [3] has established a very important property concerning the relation 

between their stability in the entire left half plane and their order. More specifically, 

Dahlquist proved that ^-stable LMS methods cannot have order higher than 2, i.e., 

p < 2. Further, Dahlquist showed that the trapezoidal rule has the lowest possible 

truncation error for all A-stable LMS methods. 

2.3.2.4 Stability of B D F methods 

Gear [5] studied the stability problem and derived backward differentiation formula. 

He argued that the stability region of BDF, as shown in Figure 2.6, is better suited 

for practical problems. He suggested that whenever a system has desired as well 

as parasitic elements, there will be some desired poles in the region close to q = 0 

and some parasitic poles that are far from the origin. All poles contribute to the 

response with components of the form x' — \x and must be located inside the region 

of stability. If a BDF is applied to a stiff problem, the stability of the solution can 

be secured even for large step sizes. Parasitic poles that have large magnitude and 

lie close to the imaginary axis require the formula to be A^ stable. 
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Figure 2.6: Stability regions of BDF of order 1 to 6. The curves close in the right 

half plane and the stable regions are outside the curves. 

Applying the test equation (2.11) to BDF (2.22), we obtain the polynomial 

k 

YJ^
{k~i)-q^k = Q, (2.36) 

i=0 

where q = h\ and z = eq. When h —> oo, (2.36) reduces to 

q(0z
k = 0. (2.37) 

All the roots of (2.37) are inside the unit circle, at the origin, i.e., BDF methods 

are ^4^ stable. The highest order BDF which is A(a)-stable is of order 6, because 

for higher orders the boundaries protruding into the left half plane start cross the 

negative real axis and each other. 
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2.4 Single-step multistage methods 

The single-step multistage methods do not use any information from previous steps, 

but use information at the intermediate stages within the current step. The Runge-

Kutta (RK) methods [6], [1] are the best known examples of this class. 

In general, an s-stage Runge-Kutta method for the ODE system 

x' = f{t,x) 

can be written in the form 

Xi = x n _i + h'Y2aijf(tn-i + Cjh^Xj), 1 <i <s, (2.38) 
i=i 

s 

xn = xn_i + h'Y^bif(tn-i + Cih,Xi). (2.39) 
4 = 1 

The stage values X , ' s are intermediate approximations to the solution at times in_i + 

Cj/i, which may be correct to a lower order of accuracy than the solution xn at the 

end of the step. Xi are local to the step from £n_i to tn, and the only approximation 

that the next step "sees" is xn. The coefficients of the method are chosen so that 

error terms cancel in such a way that xn approaches x(tn). 

The method can be conveniently represented by the Butcher tableau 

C\ 

C2 

cs 

an 

0-21 

O-sl 

h 

Ol2 • 

&22 • 

G>s2 • 

b2 • 

• als 

• a2s 

&SS 

• bs 
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or in concise form 

(2.40) 

We will always choose 

Cj — y ^ Qij, % — i , . . . , s. 

A Runge-Kutta method is explicit iff a^ = 0 for j > i, because then each Xi in 

(2.38) is given in terms of previous stages. 

Some examples of explicit Runge-Kutta methods are given below: 

Forward Euler, s = 1, p = 1, 

0 0 

1 

One-parameter family of second-order methods, s = 2, p = 2, 

0 

a 

0 

a 

1"£ 

0 

0 

I 
2a 

The classical fourth-order method is written as 

0 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 

0 

1 
2 

0 

0 

1 
6 

0 

0 

1 
2 

0 

1 
3 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 
3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
6 

For an explicit s-stage Runge-Kutta method, the attainable order as a function 

of the number of stages is listed in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Attainable order of explicit RK as a function of the number of stages. 
Number of stages 

Attainable order 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

4 

6 

5 

7 

6 

8 

6 

9 

7 

10 

7 

Compared to explicit Runge-Kutta methods, for implicit Runge-Kutta methods 

there are many more parameters to choose in (2.38). Thus, given same number of 

stages, higher order can be achieved by implicit Runge-Kutta methods. For implicit 

Runge-Kutta methods, the highest order attainable by s stages is p = 2s. 

Many of the most commonly used implicit Runge-Kutta methods are based on 

quadrature methods, i.e., the points where the intermediate stage approximations are 

taken are the same points used in certain classes of integration formulas. There are 

several classes of these methods. The first two instances of each class are given below. 

Gauss methods: These are the maximum order methods, i.e., an s-stage Gauss 

method has order 2s: 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
implicit midpoint, 1, P = 2, 

3-V3 
6 

3+V3 
6 

1 
4 

3 + 2 ^ 
12 

1 
2 

3 -2 \ /3 
12 

1 
4 

1 
2 

s = 2, p = 4. 

Radau methods: These correspond to integration formulas where one end of the 

interval is included (c\ = 0 or cs = 1). They attain order p = 2s — 1. The choice 

ci = 0 makes no sense, so we consider only the case cs = 1: 

1 
backward Euler s = 1, p = 1, 
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1 
3 

1 

5 
12 

3 
4 

3 
4 

1 
12 

1 
4 

1 
4 

s = 2, p = S. 

Lobatto methods: These correspond to integration formulas where the function is 

sampled at both ends of the interval. The order is p = 2s — 2. 

0 

1 

0 

1 
2 

1 
2 

0 

1 
2 

1 
2 

trapezoidal rule s = 2, p = 2, 

0 

1 
2 

1 

0 

5 
24 

1 
6 

1 
6 

0 

1 
3 

2 
3 

2 
3 

0 

1 
24 

1 
6 

1 
6 

s = 3, p 

The absolute stability region of a Runge-Kutta method is studied by inserting the 

scalar test equation x' = Xx into the method and obtain the amplification function 

xn = Tl(q)xn-1, 

where q = hX, 

TZ(q) = l + qbT(l-qA)-% (2.41) 

and 1 = ( 1 , 1 . . . . , 1)T. The region of absolute stability is given by the set of values q 

such that 

\K(q)\ < 1. (2.42) 

For an explicit method, TZ(q) is a polynomial. In particular, the amplification function 
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of an explicit pl -order Runge-Kutta method for s = p < 4 is given by 

n{q) = l + h\ + i - ^ - + • • • + (2.43) 
2 p\ 

All p-stage explicit Runge-Kutta methods of order p have the same region of absolute 

stability, shown in Figure 2.7. For an s-stage method with order p < s, the absolute 

stability region is seen to depend somewhat on the method's coefficients. 

Figure 2.7: Absolute stability regions for the p-stage explicit RK of order p, p = 

1,2, 3,4. The inner circle corresponds to forward Euler, p = 1. The absolute stability 

region is inside the circle. 

For implicit Runge-Kutta methods, 7l{q) is a rational function, 

P(q) TZ(q) = 
Q(q)' 

(2.44) 
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^4-stable implicit Runge-Kutta methods are abundant. Ehle [17] has shown that 

s-stage fully implicit Runge-Kutta methods of order 2s developed in [18] are all A-

stable. 

When 3te(g) —> — oo wc would also like a method to have stiff decay. For this wc 

must have TZ(-GO) = 0 in (2.41), which is achieved if P(q) in (2.44) has a lower degree 

than Q(q). Note that by (2.41), if A is nonsingular, then TZ(-oc) = 1 — bTA_1l, so 

7Z(—oo) = 0 if the last row of A coincides with bT. In particular, 

1. the Radau methods, extending the backward Euler, have stiff decay; 

2. the Gauss and Lobatto methods, which extend midpoint and trapezoidal, do 

not have stiff decay, although they are A-stable. 

One of the challenges for implicit Runge-Kutta methods is the development of 

efficient implementations. Consider again the general Runge-Kutta method 

s 

Xi = xn_x + h'Y^aijf(tn-i + Cjh,Xj), 1 < i < s 

s 

Xn = CEn_i + h ^2 & i / ( ^ - l + cth, Xi), 
i=l 

and assume that Newton-Raphson method is used to solve for Xi. For the vth Newton 

iteration, let St = Xv
z
+l - Xv

{ and n = X* - xn^ - / i £ * = 1 Oijf{X)). Then the 

Newton iteration takes the form 

I — hau J i —ha-i2J2 • • • ~haisJs 

-ha2iJi I - ha22J2 • • • -ha2sJs 

Si 

S2 
= — 

n 

r2 
(2.45) 

-ha3iJi -has2J2 ••• I - hassJs Ss rs 
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where Jz = df/dx is evaluated at X", i = 1, 2 , . . . , s. We note that for a system of 

N differential equations, this is a strongly coupled equation and will require (sN)3 

operations to solve. 

To overcome this, diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta methods (DIRK) are adopted. 

The coefficient matrix A of DIRK is lower triangular, with equal coefficients a along 

the diagonal. Thus, the Newton iteration equation (2.45) becomes a block lower 

triangular matrix and computational cost can be saved. The disadvantage is that the 

maximum attainable order of s-stage DIRK method cannot exceed s + 1, because by 

construction so many of the coefficients of DIRK methods have been specified to be 

zero. More seriously, DIRK suffer from a reduction in their order of convergence in 

the very stiff limit. At the very stiff limit, DIRK methods are only first-order accurate 

[1], [6]-

2.5 General linear methods (GLM) 

The work on GLM was motivated by the need to circumvent the existing barriers in 

LMS while addressing the computational difficulties of RK methods [19]. Examples of 

these methods are the diagonally-implicit multi-stage integration methods (DIMSIM) 

[20] and multistep collocation techniques [21]. However, they still inherit some of the 

difficulties of both LMS and RK such as the need for powerful optimization tools to 

construct the method [10]. 

GLM methods typically use the past r points along with s stages to advance to 

the next step. The formulation of a GLM method is usually represented by the four 

matrices A e Rsxs, B E E r x s , U e Rsxr and V € Wxr. These can be written 
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together as a partitioned (s + r) x (s + r) matrix. 

A U 

B V 

The input vectors available from step (n — 1) will be denoted by xf~ , ccjf~ , 

. . . , Xr • During the computation at the next step, n, stage values X\, X2l • • •, 

Xs are computed and derivatives values F% = / ( X , ) , i = 1 ,2, . . . , s, are computed in 

terms of these. The output values are computed and denoted by x\ , i = 1,2, . . . , r. 

The relationships between these qiiantities are defined in terms of the elements of A, 

U, B and V by the equations 

- ^ = ^^jhFj + ^2uvxj ' i = l ,2 , . . . , s , 
J=I J=I 

xj"1 = £ 6 ^ + ] T ^ a > ~ 1 ] , i = 1, 2 , . . . , ; 

J = l J = l 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

It is convenient to use a more concise notation and we define vectors X , F G IRsiV 

and a>- 1 ] , ajM G MrAf as follows: 

X 2 

X , 

F 2 
cc[n"1] = 

[n-l] 
x\ J 

"*'2 

X 
[n-l] 

X1 

x\ 

X<y 

Jbv 

Using these super-vectors, it is convenient to write (2.46) and (2.47) in the form 

x[i 

A <S) IN U % IN 

B®IN VSIN 

hF 

x1' 

(2.48) 

In this formulation, IN denotes the N x N unit matrix and the Kronecker product 
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is given by 

'•N 

anl jv CL^IN • • • &ISIN 

a2\lN 0-22! N • • • &2SIN 

by 
A U 

B V 

as\IN aS2-T/v •. • CISSIN 

When there is no possibility of confusion, the notation can be simplified by replacing 

A <S) IN U & IN 

B&IN V & IN 

To study the stability, we insert the scalar test equation x' = Xx into (2.48) and 

rearrange terms, so that the stability matrix M(q) is obtained: 

M{q) = V + qB(I - qA)~lU\ 

where q = hX. The stability function for a general linear method is the polynomial 

$(z,q) 

$(z,q) =det(zI-M(q)) 

and the absolute stability region is the subset of the complex plane such that if q is 

in this subset, then 

sup | |M(g) n | | < c c . 
00 

3Up 
7 1 = 1 

A general linear method is ^4-stable if M(q) is power bounded for every q in the 

left half complex plane. To be A-stable, all the z-roots of $(z, q) = 0 must lie inside 

the unit disk whenever -Re(g) < 0, with only simple roots allowed on the unit circle 

[6]. The barrier on the highest order can be achieved by all the ^-stable methods is 

given by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1 Let $>(z,q) be a two-dimensional polynomial in z and q corresponding 

to an A-stable GLM method of order p. Thenp < 2s. Furthermore, methods attaining 

the highest possible order, i.e., forp = 2s, will have an error constant satisfying the 

inequality 

The theory of order stars provides the proof [16]. 

2.6 System of differential equations 

In this section, we extend the test equation (2.11) to a system of ordinary differential 

equations [1], [22]. We first consider the following linear system 

x' = Jx, (2.50) 

where J is a constant, diagonalizable, N x N matrix. Denote the eigenvalues of J 

by Ai, A2, . . . , AJV, and let 

A = diag{A1,A2,...,AJV} 

be the diagonal N x N matrix composed of these eigenvalues. We are only interested 

in the stable circuit, i.e., ^te(Xj) < 0, j = 1, 2 , . . . , N. The diagonalizability of J 

means the there is a nonsingular matrix T, consisting the eigenvectors of J , such 

that 

r _ 1 JT = A. 

Consider the following transformation of dependent variables, 

w = T~xx. 
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Upon multiplying (2.50) by T'1 and noting that T is constant in t, we obtain the 

decoupled system for w(t) 

w' = Aw. (2.51) 

The components of w are separated, and for each component we get a scalar ODE 

in the form of the test equation x' = Xx with A = A ,̂ fc = l , 2 , . . . , iV . 

The characteristics of a system of nonlinear differential equations 

x' = f{x,t) (2.52) 

are captured by analyzing its Jacobian matrix 

J(t) = | £ , (2.53) 
OX x(t) 

where x(t) is the particular solution of (2.52) which we attempt to compute. We are 

concerned with the solution of (2.52) in the neighborhood of x{t). This leads us to 

consider the variation system 

x' = J(t)x (2.54) 

associated with (2.52) and the particular solution. In a time interval At, chosen so 

that there is moderate change in the value of the solution to (2.52), and very little 

change in J(t), (2.54) simplifies to the system of linear differential equations (2.50) 

in a local sense. 



Chapter 3 

Single-step multi-derivative 

methods 

This chapter proposes a new integration method for the transient simulation of elec

tronic circuits. The basic idea in this chapter is that the search for A-stable methods 

should not be restricted to multistep and multi-stage paradigms. Instead, one can 

incorporate information from a third dimension, namely, using high-order derivatives. 

Such methods were first proposed by Obreshkov [23] but left untried due to the prac

tical difficulties involved in handling high-order derivatives. Our goal in this chapter 

is to present this formula, illustrate its potentials for high-order A-stable solution 

of differential equations, and extend it to be L-stable to handle very stiff differential 

equations. Section 3.2 presents a general single-step multi-derivative formula, i.e., the 

modified Obreshkov formula, and shows the link between this formula and the Pade 

approximants. Section 3.3 shows that the Obreshkov formula is a special case in the 

general class and demonstrates its advantages and difficulties. Section 3.4 discusses 

42 
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the stability properties of the modified Obreshkov formula. Section 3.5 extends the 

single-step Obreshkov formula to multi-step multi-derivative methods. The practical 

issues involved are left to chapter 5. 

3.1 Introduction 

Consider a scalar ordinary differential equation of the form 

x' = f(t,x). (3.1) 

One potential way of approximating x(tn+±) at time point, tn, is through employing 

a Taylor series expansion and truncating it after p + 1 terms 

h2 hp 

xn+1 « xn + hx'n + — x"n + • • • + —a#>, (3.2) 
z pi 

where 
rlZrr 

(3.3) 0 - — 
Xn dt 

t=tn 

and h = tn+i - tn. 

Thus, if it is possible to evaluate the high-order derivatives of x(t) at any time 

point, then one can use the above series to approximate x(t) at any time point. One 

possible way to achieve that is through the definition of the scalar differential equation 

in (3.1), whereby differentiating both sides by the chain rule yields 

*i2> = ^ z { 1 ) 

dx n dt 
0) =

 dfm + o&L(M)\2 • df X „ n *b + 2 ^ K 1 ) ) " + dx n dx2 v " > dt2 
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Although, the method by the Taylor series approximation will be explicit, thus re

quiring no matrix inversion, it will still have the following two difficulties. 

1. The method can be shown not to be of the A-stable class, thus diminishing its 

practicality for circuit applications. The fact that the method is not A-stable 

can be demonstrated by using the scalar linear test problem 

x' = Xx 

where, in this case, the approximate xn+\ is given by 

\fe=o ' / 

Since the term X)fc=o k\ c a n ^ e g r e a te r than unity for arbitrary large A, the 

method then looses its A-stability outside a certain domain of the /iA-plane. 

2. The second difficulty is actually related to the practical issue of computing high-

order derivatives of f(t,x). Beyond a few higher-order derivatives, this task 

becomes very cumbersome and may require the use of automatic differentiation 

tools, which could be a source of computational bottleneck. 

The goal of this chapter is to use the concept of high-order derivatives and avoid the 

loss of A-stability, mentioned as the first difficulty. We will further show that one can 

preserve the stronger L-stability by choosing the number of high-order derivatives 

properly. 

Subsequent chapters will address the second difficulty, namely, the implementation 

details for addressing the computing issues of high-order derivatives. 
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3.2 Modified single-step Obreshkov formula 

The Taylor series approximation formula can be extended by employing the deriva

tives at the current point (the unknown derivatives) as follows 

777 I 

^ a ^ | 1 = ]TA^\ (3-5) 
»=o 7=0 

where m,l are integers. Called modified Obreshkov formula, (3.5) is a general form 

of the Obreshkov formula. In this section, we derive the coefficients a% and Q% in the 

modified Obreshkov formula. Then in the next section, we show that the Obreshkov 

formula is a special case of the modified Obreshkov formula by setting I = m. 

Computing the coefficients a% and $ in (3.5) is typically carried out by assuming 

that the values and derivatives obtained at the previous time point (t = tn) are 

accurate, i.e., 

x « = — 
dP ,_, ' 

and then seeking to make xn+\ approximate the exact value x(tn+{) as accurately as 

possible. To achieve this, one can substitute x^+1 in (3.5) by ^x(t)\t=t to obtain 

the following 
777 „ I 

,dzx E a ^ ~ E ^Xn = °(hP+1)> (3-6) 
7=0 t=tn+l l=Q 

where the term 0(hp+1) accounts for the error between using x(tn+i) and xn+i and 

the derivatives. To make the error as small as possible, one must try to make p as 

large as possible. This can be carried out by requiring that the coefficients a% and 

j3t cancel as many terms on the left hand side of (3.6). To this end, we substitute 

x^\tn+i) in (3.6) by its Taylor series expansion around x(tn), 

J=o •>-
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d = V - h3~lx{j) 

t=tnjri j = l \J i 

Given that there are I + m + 1 coefficients at and B% (ao is normalized to one), we 

^ w ' - (j - *)! 

have l + m + 1 degrees of freedom to cancel l + m + 1 terms of powers of h. Thus, to 

make the powers of hl (i = 0, . . . , / + m) vanish, we will need to set the coefficients 

a% and j3% to be 

,, (/ + m — i)\ ml n , . 
a* = - 1 y f,^ J T( ^ * = °>---™> 3.7 

(l + my. i\(m —1)\ 
3 - {l + m~iy ll

 ^ - o I (38) 

In order to get more insight indicated by the coefficients a% and /%, we consider 

the exponential function x(t) = e*. Replacing x(tn+i) with etn+h, x(tn) with etn in 

(3.6) and noticing that 

h2 / h2 \ 

etn+h = etn + hetn + u H = f x -I- /a. H———I- ) e*", (3.9) 

we o b t a i n 

m / , 2 \ i 

52^h l ll + h + — + ...\etn-^2frtfe1" = 0(hp+1). (3.10) 
i = 0 x 7 i = 0 

Dividing both sides of (3.10) by Yl^o®^, we obtain 

1 + h + % + • • • ) e«" - ^ T ° ^ > = 0 ( / / + 1 ) . (3.11) 

At tn = 0, etn = 1 in (3.11). Consider a general [Z/m] Pade approximant to the 

exponential function [24] 

where Nim(q) is a polynomial of degree Z 

/! 

(Z + m ) ! ^ i\(l-i)\ 
»T / x ^ V~^ (7 + 771 — z ) ' 
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2 

Using the fact that e9 = l + g + § 7 + . . . , w e obtain 

Nmi(-q) V 

5 i I Z-ji=oPiQ _ •-) / Z+m+li 1 + 9 + ^7 + • • • - ^ T 0 ™ = 0 ( ^ - + 1 ) , (3.14) 

where Nim(q) and Nmi(—q) are expressed in polynomials by dj and $ . Comparing 

(3.11) and (3.14), we conclude that the coefficients ojj and /% defined in (3.7) and (3.8) 

are indeed the coefficients in the [l/m] Pade approximant to the exponential function 

since the [l/m] Pade approximant to the exponential function is unique. The order 

of approximation of the modified Obreshkov formula (3.5) is p = m + I. The error 

constant is defined as [24] 

Z'm' 
c«-> - mm( l + n , ) i( i+ m + 1 ) i- <"5) 

3.3 Single-step Obreshkov formula 

Setting I = m in (3.7) and (3.8), we notice that the coefficients a, and {% in the 

modified Obreshkov formula simplify to 

•'^1» = «-11W«R' i = 0'-'m' ("6) 

Define 

(2m — i)! m! 
(-*i m. 

(2m)! i\(m-i)V 

wre obtain a special case of the modified Obreshkov formula 

(3.17) 

m 

^ a v n C - l ^ n l l = J2^mhlX^. (3.18) 
i=0 z=0 
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(3.18) was proposed by Obreshkov in 1942 [23], thus, is called Obreshkov formula. 

In the following subsections, we discuss the advantages introduced by the Obreshkov 

formula (3.18) and the difficulties in the practical applications. 

3.3.1 Stability properties 

In studying the stability properties of the Obreshkov method (3.18), Ehle [17] noted 

that the coefficients ahm are the coefficients of the [m/m]-diagonal Pade approxirnant 

to the exponential function. Denoting such approxirnant by TZ(m,m)(q), then 

T?<(m,m)(q) = ^m%= '/_ ^ (3.19) 

and the approximation error to the exponential function is given by 

«• - * W » ) = M r ( 2 m ) ; g : !
+ 1 ) ! «*"' + 0(^1 (3.20) 

" v ' 

Based on the fact that the coefficients in the Obreshkov formula are the same as 

those of the [m/m] diagonal Pade approxirnant, xn+\ can be written in terms of xn 

as follows 

when applying the test equation x' = Xx to the Obreshkov formula. 

Birkhoff and Varga established that all diagonal Pade approximants to the expo

nential function satisfy the so-called A-stability criteria [25], that is 

\K(m,m)(h\)\ < 1 for all fte(A) < 0, m = 1, 2 . . . . 

Consequently, it follows that 

!^n+i| < \xn\ for all 5Re(A) < 0. 
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Hence, it was concluded that the Obreshkov formula is indeed A-stable. 

3.3.2 Order of the method 

Another major advantage that is offered by the Obreshkov formula is that it can 

be made to yield approximation of arbitrary order. This fact can be observed by 

noting that the order of the error is always equal to 2m + 1. Hence, the order of 

approximation (p = 2m) can be increased arbitrarily by setting m as large as desired. 

In this regard, one also must stress that using high order does not conflict with 

the A-stability requirement. This fact should be contrasted to the LMS methods, 

where A-stable methods cannot exceed order 2. 

In comparison to the RK methods, the Obreshkov method has its coefficients in 

closed-form analytical expressions. To find the Butcher Tableau for a RK method 

requires solving equations with extremely complex nonlinear behavior [6]. 

3.3.3 Accuracy properties 

Another important remark to be noted when comparing the Obreshkov single-step 

method to the class of GLM methods introduced in chapter 2 is related to the trun

cation error constant. It is easy to show that such a truncation error constant is 

obtained from 

x(tn+1) - Xn+l = ( - i r ( 2 m ) ^ !
+ 1 ) ! ^+1^2ro+1)(w1) + o(h^). 

v ' 

Now compare the error constant C(m;Tn) with the lower bound of the error constant 

in a GLM method introduced in chapter 2. This comparison should then lead to 
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the following conclusion: a single-step Obreshkov method employing m implicit (i.e., 

unknown) derivatives x%+1, i = 1, . . . , m, has an error constant identical to the 

lowest possible error constant achieved by a GLM or a RK method with m implicit 

(unknown) stages. In other words, single-step Obreshkov method attains the most 

accurate results that can be achieved theoretically by any existing single-step or 

multi-step method with an equal number of unknowns. 

3.3.4 Difficulties in the Obreshkov formula 

Despite the potential advantages mentioned above, Ehle [17] remarked that this in

tegration formula appears to be "largely of theoretical interest" due to the work to 

deal with implicit high-order derivatives. Consequently, interest in pursuing practical 

implementation of the Obreshkov formula in general nonlinear system waned. In fact, 

Gear in his classical work on BDF methods [4], notes that due to such difficulty uthe 

application of these methods is a major computing task for large systems and is not 

generally practical". Such an attitude towards using Obreshkov-like formulas per

sisted over three decades with only one exception; when N0rsett attempted to modify 

them in an effort to reduce the computational difficulties in solving linear ordinary dif

ferential equations. The modified method, however, lost the A-stability property for 

orders higher than 5. In addition, its generalization to nonlinear DAE-base systems 

was not obvious [26]. 

It should be further noted that A-stability alone is not sufficient to guarantee 

the efficiency of the transient time-domain analysis. L-stability is also a crucial re

quirement, since nonlinear circuits are often modeled by stiff systems of differential 
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equations. Unfortunately, in spite of being ^-stable, the Obreshkov formula (3.18) 

is not L-stable. This result follows directly from the properties of the diagonal Pade 

approximants [24], where lim^-xx, |7?.(m?m)(/iA)| —-> 1. 

In the following section, we demonstrate the slightly modified version Obreshkov 

formula (3.5) is an L-stable method. In other words, we show the condition that can 

be used to run the Obreshkov formula in an L-stable mode. 

The difficulties related to handling the high-order derivatives and the solution of 

DAE systems are addressed in the following chapters. 

3.4 Stability of the modified Obreshkov formula 

Substituting the coefficients of a% and (3% found in (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.5) shows 

that for the scalar test problem, 

Xn+l = fc(l,m)(h\)xn, 

where 1l(iim)(h\), defined in (3.12), is the general [l/m] Pade approximant to the 

exponential function. Hence, one can use the general properties of the H(i,m)(h\) 

to establish the stability properties of the modified single-step Obreshkov method in 

(3.5). In particular, one should search for values of the integers I and m that makes 

\K(i,m)(h\)\ < 1 for all Jfte(A) < 0. 

Historically, there has been a conjecture about the values for I and m that will 

maintain \R^^m){h\)\ < 1 for all 9fo=A < 0. The first conjecture in this regard was the 

Ehle conjecture [27], which identified that 

\K{i,m)(h\)\ < 1 for 5Ke(A) < o iff m-2<l<m. 
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This conjecture, however, was finally proved by the introduction of the theory of order 

stars [28], [16], [9]. 

Given that 

lim Tlnm)(h\) —> 0, I < m, 
A—>oo 

the modified Obreshkov formula becomes L-stable when m—2 < I < m. The following 

theorem summarizes the above observations. 

T h e o r e m 3.1 The modified Obreshkov formula (3.5) is 

1. A-stable iff m — 2 < I < m; 

2. L-stable iff m — 2 < I < m. 

Proof The theorem is proved as follows. Substitute the test equation x' = Xx into 

(3.5) and rearrange terms to obtain the rational amplification relationship 

Xn+l = fc(l,m){hX)xn, (3.21) 

where 

K{i,m)(nA)- Nmi{_hX) YZ*<hXr 

is the [l/m] rational Pade approximant to the exponential function, ehx. The necessity 

and sufficiency for the ^-stability part follows from the fact that \TZ(^m-)(hX)\ < 1 for 

all the 3te(A) < 0 if and only if m — 2 < I < m. The proof is provided by the theory 

of order stars [16]. 

In addition to ^-stability, Instability follows as a consequence of the fact when 

I < m, 

lim \1Znm)(hX)\ -> 0, 
A—»oo 
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because the degree of Nim(h\) is lower than that of Nmi(—hX) in TZy^^hX), i.e., 

I < m. Hence, the modified Obreshkov formula is instable iff m — 2 < I < m. I 

One can use a quick way to sketch the stability domains for the modified single-

step Obreshkov formula by forming a grid over a large part of the complex plane. 

Subsequently, |^(j,m)(9jj)| < 1 c a n be evaluated for each point qij on the grid and 

for all possible values of I and m. Points on the grid for which \R.{i,m){q.ij)\ < 1 

are given a dark shade to mark them as a stability region; whereas points for which 

\T^(i,m)(Qij)\ > 1 are left white. 

In particular, when I = m — 1 and I = m — 2, the modified Obreshkov methods 

which extend the backward Euler method, are L-stable methods. Their absolute 

stability regions are outside circles that lie in the right half plane, see Figures 3.1 and 

3.2. When I = m, the Obreshkov methods, which extend the trapezoidal rule, have 

symmetric stability region, with the imaginary axis being the boundary; thus, they 

are A-stable methods. 

3.5 Generalized multistep Obreshkov formula 

In this section, we investigate how the single-step Obreshkov formula is extended to 

a multi-step method of the form 

1=0 i=0 

where k represents the number of past steps. In particular, we are concerned about 

whether A-stable (and perhaps L-stable) methods can be identified within this general 

class of methods. To examine the stability properties of such methods, we substitute 
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1=0, m=1 (Backward Eluer) 

Ro(q) 

=2, m=3 

Re(q) 

1=1, m=2 

Re(q) 

l=3, m=4 

Figure 3.1: Absolute stability regions for the I = m — 1 Obreshkov methods (shaded 

area 

the scalar test problem x' = Xx into (3.22) to obtain the following difference equation, 

(3.23) 
k h 

y^J ^ Khq
lxn+k-i = 0, 

(=0 J = 0 

where q = hX. The solution of (3.23) is obtained by substituting xn+k-i = x(0)eg(-n+k ^ 

into (3.23) and looking for the z-roots of the characteristic polynomial 

k ki 

1=0 z=0 

(3.24) 

where z = eq. 
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1=0, m=2 1=1, m=3 

E 

' Re(q) ' * Re(q) ' 

l=2, m=4 l=3, m=5 

E 

Re(q) Re(q) 

Figure 3.2: Absolute stability regions for the I = m — 2 Obreshkov methods (shaded 

area). 

Therefore, a generalized multistep Obreshkov method (3.22) resembles a GLM 

method, in that it will be ^-stable if all the z-roots of $(z, q) lie on or inside the unit 

circle for all $fte(A) < 0. Theorem 2.1 provides an even deeper insight as it shows that 

the highest attainable order by such an ^-stable generalized Obreshkov method (if 

found) cannot exceed 2m, with m being the number of implicit (unknown) high-order 

derivatives. Furthermore, the error constant by such an A-stable method (if it exists) 

cannot be lower than the limit in (2.49), which is equivalent to the error constant 

obtained from the single-step Obreshkov formula in (3.18). 
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Hence, we conclude that even though A-stable methods could potentially exist 

within the general class of multi-step Obreshkov formula (3.22), they will not offer 

higher order or better accuracy than what is offered by the single-step counterpart 

(3.18), wi th / = m. 

It should be stressed that in the future, it may be possible to discover A-stable 

multi-step Obreshkov methods, whose error constants are smaller than those obtained 

from the single-step method (3.5) with m — 2 < I < m. These methods would 

therefore be expected to provide better accuracy (but not higher order) than a single-

step having m — 2 < I < m. In that case, all the algorithm presented in this thesis 

would be carried to the general method with slight modifications. 



Chapter 4 

Step size and error control 

This chapter presents the basic error control and step size adjustment mechanisms. 

The error estimation mechanism uses information obtained from the current point as 

well as from the past point to estimate the error and adjust the step size. This algo

rithm will be presented in section 4.2. To simplify notation, the following discussion 

is based on a single variable in the system. 

4.1 General overview 

Step size adjustment is necessary for efficient circuit simulation. Any integration 

method with a constant step size will perform poorly if the solution varies rapidly in 

some parts of the integration interval and slowly in other parts. When the waveform is 

smooth, a large step size is allowed to save computational cost. When the waveform 

changes fast, a smaller step size has to be used to keep the error within certain 

tolerance. 

The integration process is kept local in time with all the information locally known. 

57 
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Basically, given a user specified error tolerance etoi, the variable step size strategy 

attempts to keep the local truncation error (dn) roughly equal to etoi 

d„ ttol-

Recall from (2.10), the local error ln is related to the local truncation error dn by 

\dn\ = |^n|(l + 0(hn)). Thus, local error control and step size selection are sometimes 

viewed as controlling the local truncation error. 

For the modified Obreshkov formula (3.5), the local truncation error is propor

tional to the (/ + m + 1) derivative, 

dn^C{l,m)h
l
n

+m+1x^m+1\ (4.1) 

where hn is the step size between time tn-\ and tn, i.e., 

and C(j>Tn) is the error constant of the single-step modified Obreshkov method (3.5). 

This constant is given by 

/ 'm' P _ (_-\\m l-ni-
{l'm) [ } (i + m)\(i + m + iy: 

It is obvious from (4.1) that any attempt to estimate the local truncation error must 

first be able to compute the (/ + m + l ) t h derivative. This issue will be discussed in 

section 4.2. 

Thus, given a starting step size ho, supplied by the user or determined heuristically, 

subsequent steps are adjusted according to the estimated local dn. 

After obtaining the local truncation error dn. different actions are taken according 

to the user specified tolerance. 
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When the user specified tolerance etoii is greater than the estimated dn, i.e., 

etoii > dn, (4.2) 

the algorithm accepts the current time step and moves to approximate the value of 

x(t) at the future time point tn+\. 

If the waveform between the current time point tn and the next time point tn+\ is 

smooth enough, the ( / + m + l ) t h derivative will not be expected to change dramatically. 

Hence, dn+i, the local error from tn to tn+\ is expected to maintain the same value 

of dn. This gives us the chance to find the step size to be taken from tn to tn+i, or 

hn+i = tn+i — tn, which follows from 

hn+i = ~ -r- K, (4.3) 
V \ dn J 

where rj > 1 is considered as a damping factor whose value is determined empirically. 

Note here that since etoii > dn, the next step size hn+\ will be generally larger 

than the previous step hn. This is a desired behavior for a smooth waveform. 

On the other hand, if the user specified tolerance etoi2 is less than the estimated 

local error, i.e., 

£tol2 < dn, (4 .4) 

then the current step size is rejected. An alternative step size hn is then considered, 

h. - I hfY"" hn. (4.5) 
f] \ dn J 

The algorithm is run again to approximate the value of x(t) at t = tn-\ + hn, instead 

of the one approximated at t = tn-\ + hn. 

Notice also that since etoi2 < 4 ) we have hn < hn, thus reducing the step size and 

controlling the error further by tightening hn. 
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4.2 Computing the (I + m + l ) t h derivatives 

The basic idea used to approximate the (I + m + l ) t h derivative can be summarized 

as follows. The [l/m] Obreshkov method seeks to approximate the waveform x(t) 

between tn and tn+\ by a polynomial of degree I + m. This is the basis upon which 

we identified the Obreshkov method as a method of order I + m with a truncation 

error proportional to hl+m+1. 

If the exact waveform x(t) happened to be a polynomial of degree I + m, precisely 

for all value of t, then the method will obtain the exact waveform with no truncation 

error. Under this hypothetical situation, we must have 

x^l+m+1)(t) = 0 for a l l t 

and 

x 
{l+m) ( t i ) = = x ( '+ m ) ( i i ) foralKi, tj. 

However, in practical circumstances xit) is not a polynomial of a fixed degree and 

thus 

XV+m+1\t) ^ 0 

x^m\u)^x^m\t3), U + tr 

Thus the only way we can approximate x('+m+1) at t = t n + 1 is to use x^l+m^ from two 

consecutive points in the following manner 

(l+m) _ (l+m) 

* ^ r + 1 ) = Xn+\~Xn . (4.6) 

hn+i 

Indeed, for a hypothetical waveform given by a polynomial of degree (l+m), the above 

formula should lead to a zero local truncation error indicating that the approximate 

xn+i is the same as the exact one, x(tn+i). 
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Hence, our goal in this section is to find x^l+m> at consecutive points. 

Recall that the [l/m] Obreshkov method needs / derivatives at the past point tn 

and yields approximations to m derivatives at the current point tn+\, in addition to 

the values at both points. Collect the two values and their derivatives in one vector, 

denoted by zn+i, 

and refer to this vector as the "stage vector". Our next goal is to use the compo

nents of zn+i to approximate xn+i , and then utilize two consecutive Zn+ij zn to 

approximate xn+™ . 

Our approach is to take advantage of the fact that the method approximates x(t) 

as an (I + m) th-degree polynomial between tn and tn+i, uses this fact to compute 

the coefficients of the approximation polynomial and then uses these coefficients to 

approximate xn+™ [2]. We show that, in this process, we do not need to explicitly 

compute the coefficients of the approximating polynomial. 

To start the above process, define the approximating polynomial xp(t) of degree 

p between tn and tn+\ 

where h is defined as the current step size h = tn+\ — tn, r is the scaled time 

and typically p = I + m + 1. We now need to find the coefficients o, in (4.7) using 

the information available in the stage vector zn+i-
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This can be done by simply taking the derivatives of xp(t) at time t, 

p w h^> ' V h J h 

and in general, 

T(fc) 

where k = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . . ,p. At the time of interest, t = in+i, where r = 0, we obtain 

xn+i = a0, (4.10) 

and 

and in general 

^ 4 + 1 = ~ai> ( 4 - n ) 

/ i ^ = (-l)fefc!afc, A: = 0 ,1 , - . . ,P- (4.12) 

Similarly, at t = i n + 1 _ j . where we define 7} = (£„+i — tn+i-3)/h, we obtain 

p 

and 
v 

^ + 1 _ ; ; = - 5 ^ Z O I T ; - 1 , (4.14) 

and in general 

^ S i - j = ("!)* ETTZnfM^r*. fc = 0,l, . . . ,p. (4.15) 

i = \ 

p -i 

Finding the coefficients of the approximating polynomial at can be done by arranging 

the equations from (4.10) to (4.12) and (4.13) to (4.15) for j = 1 in one system as 
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follows: 

a0 

- a i 

( - l ) 22!a 2 

xn+l 

hx{l) 

h2x{2) 

{-l)mm\am = hmx{™\ 

ao + ai + • • • + ai+m+i = xn 

-ai - 2a2 — ••• — (/ + m + l)ai+rn+i = hxh 

(-l)'Z!a, + (-l) '(Z + l)!_ J + 1 

In matrix form, this is 

1 0 . . . 

0 - 1 0 . . . 

0 0 2 0 

0 . . . 

1 1 . . . 

0 - 1 - 2 .. 

0 0 2 3 

0 ( - l ) m m ! 0 

+ I--1 J (m+1)! ai+m+i /I ' l l". 

0 . . . 0 (-l)'f! 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

-(l + m + 1) 

(l+m+l)\ 
(l+m-iy. 

I iyO+m+1)! 
V L> (m+1)! 

a0 

Oi 

«2 

a m + l 

a ; + m + l 

2 n + l 

(4.16) 
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or more concisely 

Va = zn+1. (4.17) 

The solution is 

a = V~1zn+l. (4.18) 

Note that setting k = I + m in (4.12) 

hl+mx^ = (-l)l+m(l + m)\al+m 

provides the key to find hl+mxn+™'. Defining the vector 

e T = [0 0 . . . 0 (-l)l+m(l + m)\ 0], (4.19) 

and prernultiplying a by eT , we obtain 

hl+mx{l+Tn) = ( _ 1 } ^ ( / + m ) l a i + m = £Ta = e T V - l Z n + 1 . ( 4 . 2 0 ) 

Define in (4.20) an auxiliary vector tp as 

which can be rewritten as 

VTtp = e. (4.21) 

Solve (4.21) and insert the solution tp into (4.20) to obtain 

hl+mx(J+T) = ^ z ^ ( 4 2 2 ) 

Thus, we see that hl+mxn+™ is a linear combination of all the known components in 

z n + i with constant coefficients tp. The local truncation error is computed by using 
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two consecutive estimates for hl+m
x
(.l+Tn'> from two consecutive time points as follows 

"n+1 — ^ Lm.)"' X„,^ *n+l — ^{l,m)n xn+l 
(l+m) (l+m)' 

_ /o 7 Z+m+1 I ^n+1 
— W/.ml ' l 

V h J 
= c(I,m) ( V ^ i + r 5 - fc'-^4'-^)) 

/ /i V + m 

= C'(i,™)¥'T^n+l — C(Z,m) ( T~ J ^ T 2 n , (4.23) 

where C(>iTTl) is the error constant of the integration method and hn — tn — £n_i. The 

scaling factor (h/hn)
l+m is due to the fact that ;zn+i-j is scaled by the step size hn+x_j 

(hn+i-j = xn+i-j — xn-j) at each time step. 

The operation in (4.23) is repeated for all the variables in the system and a vector 

of local truncation error is formed. The step size is controlled by the norm of the 

local truncation error vector. 

The Nordsieck representation 

Note that in the above formulation, we did not have to explicitly compute the coeffi

cients, ao, Oi, . . . , 0'+m+i, of the approximating polynomial, xp(t), to arrive at the 

evaluation of the local truncation error. 

An alternative formulation could be achieved by using the notion of the Nordsieck 

vector [29], at a given point, which is defined by 

Vn+l x , hr{l)
 r('+"+D 

n+1 n+1 " • (Z + m + l)! n + 1 

It is easy to deduce that the Nordsieck vector can be obtained from the stage vector 

via the following transformation, 

yn+l = Wa = W(V)-lzn+l = Kzn+l, (4.24) 
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where W is a diagonal matrix having alternating ± 1 on the diagonal entries, with 

+1 being the first entry. The matrix K is a constant matrix and only the row before 

the last one, Ki+m, is needed to obtain hl+mx"n+™ . Ki+m and cp have the following 

relationship 

K - V 



Chapter 5 

Implementation to circuits 

The modified Obreshkov formula can be applied to both linear and nonlinear circuits. 

We first introduce its application to linear circuits. After we finish the fundamental 

discussion of the implementation to linear circuits, we proceed to more details on the 

implementation to nonlinear circuits and algorithm initialization. 

5.1 Implementation to linear circuits 

A general linear circuit can be described in the time domain using the Modified Nodal 

Analysis (MNA) [30], 

Gx(t) + C ^ = b(t), (5.1) 

where G and C € MNxN are matrices describing the memoryless and memory el

ements in the circuit, respectively, x(t) E M.N is a vector of the node voltages ap

pended by currents in inductors, independent voltage sources and controlled sources, 

and b(t) G 1SLN is the vector of independent stimuli to the circuit. 

67 
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At time t = tn, a step size h is taken to proceed to t = tn+\. At t — tn+\, 

discritizing the system of differential equations (5.1) and its derivatives w.r.t. t up to 

(m — l ) t h order by using the modified Obreshkov formula (3.5). we obtain a system 

of discretized difference equations as follows: 

G^IHK+I) (D ^ -

,(1) C(u2„(?) Gihx^ + ̂ x ^ ) = hb< 

bn+i 

ra+1 

(5.2) 

- l ^ ( m - ! ) G(h^xr+-L,) + %(hmx, 
(m) x _ 

a0xn+i + a>i(hx. (i) ^ 
n+lJ 

n+l) 

,("») 

hr' -lu{rn-\) 
" n + l 

+ am{hmx™1) = J2Loi3k(h
kx(

n
K>) kry,(k)\ 

M „(fc) where h = tn+i — tn, x^^ and xn' are the discretized values/derivatives at time 

t = tn+i and t = tn. (5.2) can be summarized in the following matrix form 

G C/h 

G C/h 

O>QI a i l 

G C/h 

otmJ 

xn+l 

hx, (1) 
n+l 

um-l~.(.™-l) a x n + l 

( , m T H 11 x re+l 

bn+i 

hb^l 

!l ° n + l 

J2LoMhkx^) 

(5.3) 

where I is the identity matrix of size N and 6 ^ ^ = ^b(t). More concisely, we have 

(G + C) | n + 1 = bn+1 (5.4) 
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The matrices G and C e RK1)Wx(™+1)-A' are obtained from G and C as follows 

G 0 

0 G 0 

G = 

0 G 0 

The vector £ n + 1 and bn+1 G R(m+1) iV are defined by 

and C = 

0 

0 

C/h 

0 

0 

0 

C/h 0 

0 C/h 

0 

Sn+1 — 

xn+l 

hx (i) 
n+l 

L m - 1 (m-1) 

' 4 - ^n+ l 

and bn+1 = 

bn+i 

hb', (i) 
n+l 

t r o - l l , ( " i - l ) 

The derivatives are scaled by the step size h. The system of difference equations (5.4) 

is linear and the solution can be obtained by inverting (G + C) directly, 

Zn+1 = (G + C)-lbn+1. (5.5) 

The increase in the cost of the LU factorization in the resulting matrix (5.4) is typically 

offset by the expected savings in the number of time points needed as a result of using 

high-order method. 

Theorem 5.1 The proposed method (5.4) is 

1. A-stable iff m — 2 < I < m; 

2. L-stable iff m — 2 < I < m; 
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3. x^+l provides an order I + m approximation to the derivatives x^z'(t), i = 

1 ,2 , . . . ,m. 

Proof For the scalar test problem, we have (7 = 1, G = —A and b(t) = 0. Thus 

using (5.4) we obtain 

xn+i = d T A _ 1 6„ + 1 , (5.6) 

where d G lRm+1 is a vector with unity in its first component but zeros otherwise, and 

A = G + C with determinant given by 

det(A) = 5^(- l )ma iA
i / i , -m , (5.7) 

i=0 

whereas the (m + l ) t h column in its adjugate matrix is given by 

( - l ) m [ / T m A/Tm + 1 . . . A7"-1/*"1 Am]T . (5.8) 

Noticing that 

we obtain 

bn+i — 0 0... o Y^faik kx{k)" 
k=0 

xn+x = TZ^m)(h\)xn, (5.9) 

where H(itm){h\) defined in (3.12) is the [l/m] Pade approximant to the exponential 

function. By Theorem 3.1, this proves the first and the second part of the theorem. 

Furthermore, the rest of the components in the solution vector £ n + 1 satisfy 

x% = \in{lM{h\)xn, (5.10) 

thereby proving the third part of the theorem. • 
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5.2 Implementation to nonlinear circuits 

For nonlinear circuits, the MNA formulation is modified by appending the left side of 

(5.1) with a nonlinear vector f(x(t)) G M.N, which represents the currents of nonlinear 

conductances and the nonlinear entries corresponding to nonlinear capacitors and 

inductors: 

Gx(t) + C ^ + f(x(t)) = b(t). (5.11) 

Similarly, we discritize (5.11) and its derivatives w.r.t. t up to order (m — 1) by using 

the modified Obreshkov formula. Then the system of difference equations are shown 

in the following matrix form: 

G 

a0I 

C/h 

G C/h 

a\I 

G C/h 

amI 

xn+l 

axn+l 

um-l (.rn-1) 
n xn+l 

n xn+l 

+ 

fn+l 

hf{l) aJn+l 

n Jn+1 

0 

= 

bn+l 

hbn% 

um-luim-l) n °n+l 

(5.12) 

where f{
n% = £ / ( * ( * ) ) 

as follows: 

t=tn+\ 
A more concise form of the difference equations is 

(G + C)£n+1 + fn+1 = b 'n+l, (5.13) 
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where G, C, £ n + 1 and bn+\ are defined in (5.4), whereas / n + 1 is given by 

Jn+l = 

5.3 Computing nonlinear derivatives 

The solution of (5.13) requires Newton iterations because / n + 1 is a nonlinear func

tion of £n + 1 . This poses two major difficulties: evaluating / n + 1 given a trial solution 

vector £ n + 1 and evaluating the Jacobian matrix consisting of the partial derivatives, 

^/n+i/^Cn+i- ft *s possible to deploy some specialized automatic differentiation (AD) 

software for computing / n + 1 [31]. However, AD becomes very cumbersome for com

puting high-order derivatives especially for the complex nonlinear expressions that are 

often used in modeling nonlinear devices. In addition, it cannot provide the elements 

of the Jacobian matrix. This section presents a rooted tree based approach to handle 

these tasks. 

5.3.1 Rooted tree structure 

The basic approach used here relies on representing each nonlinear expression entry 

in f(x(t)) as a rooted tree with the sub-expressions as children tree nodes. Each tree 

node represents a linear or nonlinear function. The leaf nodes in such a tree are nodes 

without descendants or children, which represent the MNA variables in the nonlinear 

J n + l 

i.ro-1 Am~l) n J n + 1 
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function (denoted by wave terms) or simple constant terms. 

For example, consider that the qth entry in f(x(t)) is due to a diode current, 

f(x(t)) = I0 (exp ( XIW~XP^> j — 1), then such an expression is represented by the 

rooted tree shown in Figure 5.1. 

Leaf Nodes __---

expT :=exponential expression 
consT:= A constant expression 
mulT := A multiply expression 
divT:= A division expression 
waveT:= An MNA variable 

Root Node,/<?(x(0) 

Figure 5.1: A rooted tree representing the diode current, wave terms and constant 

terms are the leaf nodes. 

In our tree, the parent nodes represent basic operations, such as exponential func

tion, logarithm, power, addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc. The parent nodes 

(including root node) have one or two child nodes. Nodes at the lowest level of the 

tree are called leaf nodes. In our tree, only wave terms (MNA variables) and constant 

terms (constants) are leaf nodes. They are also referred to as terminal nodes. A par-
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ent node itself can be viewed as a rooted sub-tree. Thus, each parent node represents 

a linear or nonlinear sub-expression with the child node(s) being its argument(s). 

5.3.2 Computing derivatives / n + 1 

The evaluation of the ith derivative f^+i = dff(x(t)) \t=t is based on the idea that 

the derivative of each basic operation (parent tree node) can be obtained provided that 

knowledge of its lower order derivatives and the j t h derivatives (j = 0, 1, . . . , i) 

of its children sub-expressions (arguments) are readily available. This fact can be 

demonstrated by assuming a simple exponential expression f(x(t)) = exp(x(t)), at 

the kth entry in f(x(t)). Expand both x(t) and f(x(t)) into Taylor series around 

(5.14) x(t) = ^2utT
t, Ut = -—x(t) 

2=0 

1 Al 

exp(x(i)) = ^2V%T\ vt = - — exp(x(t)) 
i\dtl 

i = 0 

(5.15) 
tn+l 

where r = t — tn+\. Thus, f^lt = vlt\, i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,m — 1. Taking the first order 

derivative of f(x(t)), we obtain 

| e x p W ( ) ) . » ) ) ^ ) . e x p W 4 ) ) M ) . „16) 

The result in (5.16) is based on the fact that Q^ = exp(x). Substituting (5.14) 

and (5.15) into (5.16), we have 

M=0 / \i=0 / \i=0 / 

Y,iv^~l = (E^r ] EW'T'"T (5-17) 
i=l \i=0 / \i=l / 
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Expanding both sides of (5.17) and equating the coefficients of r with similar powers, 

we obtain the following recursive relationship 

(5.18) 
v0 = exp(wo) 

vt = \ I2*k~=ovkui-k(i -k), i>\. 

Similar recursive formulas for other basic functions (operations) can be derived [32] 

and are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Recursive formulas for the derivatives of simple functions. 
Equation 

/ = exp(x) 

/ = log(a;) 

f = XP 

f = x + y 

f = x~y 

f = xy 

f = x/y 

f = tanh(x) 

Terms x = £ l = 0
 uiT\ V = S»=o W*T'> / = Z t=o ^ 

v0 = exp(u0) 

v0 = log(wo) 

vt = {l/u0)(ut - Ylk~=i «»-feWfc((z - k)/i)) 

v0 = up
Q 

Vi = (pv0u%i + Y^k=i UkVl-k{k{P + 1) ~ *))Awo 

vl = ut+ w, 

vt = ut— wl 

vi = ]Cfc=0 ukWi-k 

Vi = (ut-Y^=ovkWt-k)/wo 

VQ = tanh(tio) 

vt = ut—wt-i/i 

where wo — VQUI 

WI = £ o ~ S r = l vrVk(l + 1 - fc - r)w,+ l-fc-r + J2l=0 vOVk{i + 1 -- k)ul+i_k 

tanh(x) = exp(x)—exp(—z) 
exp(x)+exp( — x) 

Therefore, the steps used to compute the ith derivative corresponding to f(x(t)) 

at the root of the tree can be summarized by the following steps. 

1. Assign the /i-scaled derivatives to the leaf nodes. Note that the derivatives of 

the leaf nodes are trivial if the leaf nodes represent constant terms. For leaf 

nodes representing wave terms, i.e., Xk(t), k = 1,2, . . . , N, those derivatives are 
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set to the initial guess of Newton iterations (usually values from previous time 

point are used as the initial guess) and updated after each Newton iteration. 

2. Start with the root node, the j t h order (j = 1,2, . . . , i ) scaled derivatives of 

each child node are first computed and stored locally within each node. 

3. The derivatives of the parent node are next obtained from the derivatives of 

the children and those locally stored derivatives of lower order using recursive 

formulas listed in Table 5.1. 

5.3.3 Computing the Jacobian matrix, J = dfn+l/d$,n+l 

Computing the Jacobian matrix involves computing the partial derivative of f^'(x(t)) 

w.r.t. x^(t) at t = tn+i for i = 0, 1, . . . , m — 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , m — 1. To 

illustrate this computation, we reconsider the hypothetical situation of the previous 

section where we had an exponential function at the kth entry in f(x(t)). Clearly, we 

now seek the following partial derivatives 

duj 
for i, j = 0, . . . , m — 1, j < i. (5.19) 

Finding the above partial derivatives can be achieved by differentiating the terms 

obtained in (5.18) for the exponential function to have 

| ^ = e x p M (5.20) 
OUQ 

1 l~~l 1 \ 
- Yl^ - ty-^Ui-k+JVi-j , 1 < i < m - 1, 0 < j < i. (5.21) 

dvj 

duj i \^K 'duj 
\k—j 

The above partial derivatives should be evaluated in the overall Jacobian matrix at 

entries corresponding to the kth entry in the manner explained in Figure 5.2. Notice 
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Figure 5.2: Jacobian entries contributed by the /cth-entry in f{x(t)). 

that since f^+1 is only dependent on x^x, where j < i, the resulting Jacobian entries 

contributed by the nonlinear functions f(x(t)) are always in lower block triangular 

matrix form, as shown in Figure 5.2. The underlying structural characteristics of the 

Jacobian matrix will be explored in chapter 6 to enable more efficient LU factorization 

techniques. 

The notion of rooted tree was implemented using an object-oriented paradigm in 

C + + . Each node in the tree is represented by an object of a certain class with local 

storage and suitable methods to handle its own derivatives as well as its children's. 
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We have also developed an automated tool with a front-end parser that reads 

in a script-like specification of the nonlinear model and translates it into the cor

responding rooted tree. That automated tool is an essential component in making 

the proposed algorithm general enough to handle arbitrary nonlinear devices models. 

It also eliminates the inconvenient task of having to hard-code the computation of 

high-order derivatives for each user specified model. 

5.4 Algorithm initialization 

The solution of (5.4) and (5.13) requires the knowledge of x^ , i = 0 , 1 , . . . , / , in the 

vector b\ at t = 0. XQ is assumed to be available through a DC operating point 

analysis. The higher-order derivatives are computed as follows. 

We first consider the situation where C matrix is invertible. Expanding terms in 

the MNA formulation (5.11) by their Taylor series provides the following recursive 

formula for computing H1XQ , 

Wxf = hC~l (tt-^-V - Gih^xt^) - W-'ft^) • (5.22) 

When the matrix C is not invertible. (5.22) can be partitioned into differential and 

algebraic sets of equations as follows, 

C n 0 

0 0 

lb Js0U 

" ' X 0 , L 

= h 
L * - l . ( * - l ) 11 uo,u 

hl~lb 

h 
Gn G\2 

C?21 G22 

hl-lx, I ^ - 1 ) 
o.u 

hl~~lx, I™!*"1) 
0,L 

0,L 

-h 
11 JQU 

u - i f M 
n J0,L 

(5.23) 

W such that C u and G22 are invertible [2], [33]. In the upper part of (5.23), WXQU is 
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linearly dependent on the lower-order derivatives. It is computed by inverting C n , 

(5.24) 

C n is only inverted once to compute all the high-order derivatives. The lower part in 

(5.23) provides a nonlinear algebraic equation to compute the lower set of derivatives, 

G22{KxfL) + V/W = tfbW _ G 2 1( t f a ;W ), (5.25) 

where hlXQV is obtained from (5.24). As will be proved in section 6.4, (5.25) can be 

simplified as follows, 

(G 2 2 + J 0 i L ) ( ^ x j ) ) = h^L - G2l(Vx^) - 7 O , L , (5.26) 

where JO,L = d(hlfQL)/d(hlXQL) = dfQL/dxQL is obtained during the DC oper

ating point analysis. 7 0 L is contributed by the lower order terms in / i l / o i a n d is 

not dependent on hlx^\ Thus, only one LU factorization of G22 + «7o,z, a n d a few 

FB substitutions are needed to obtain the solution of (5.26) for all the high-order 

derivatives. 

5.4.1 Numerical error in high-order derivatives 

Although the above recursive formulas can be used to compute the first few (/i-scaled) 

derivatives up to i = 2,3, it quickly introduces huge numerical errors for progressively 

higher-order derivatives. The reason for that can be explained as follows. In the 

computation of low-order derivatives, i.e., when i = 0,1, the finite machine precision 

typically adds a very small error due to the truncation of non-significant decimal 
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digits. However, this error, albeit being unnoticeable in low-order derivatives, gets 

amplified exponentially for increasingly higher-order due to the multiplication by C _ 1 

(or Cii). The amplification factor gets even larger with the presence of parasitic 

memory elements whose relatively small values introduce very small eigenvalues in 

the matrix C ( C n ) causing the inverse to have large values. This situation is further 

illustrated by the following example. 

Example The circuit shown in Figure 5.3 is a linear circuit with a sinusoidal input 

source. Therefore, its response at steady-state is also a sinusoidal waveform and can be 

computed using simple AC analysis at the stimulus frequency. To be able to compute 

the exact derivatives at any time t, we set the initial voltages/currents of the MNA 

variables to an arbitrary point on the steady-state trajectory. This setting allows 

computing the exact derivatives via the closed form Fourier series representation of 

the steady-state response. 

he + he sin(coO 

he = 0.2 Q 
he = 0.04 

(0 = 1GHz 

b a 
(N < 

© ( § ) ( § ) 
»»» - rrr\ -
1Q 

IfF 

r i 

r luH 

IfF 

~ 1 
IfF 

10*0 

Figure 5.3: A schematic for a circuit used to illustrate the potential error in high-order 

derivatives. 

Table 5.2 compares those exact derivatives (scaled by powers of h, with h = 0.5nS), 

to those obtained from the recursive formula in (5.22) for the voltage at node n^, 
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indicating a huge error for high-order derivatives. To show the impact of the error 

in the initial stage vector on the algorithm performance, the proposed time-stepping 

algorithm was subsequently run for 50nS using a constant step size while disabling 

the error control mechanism. The resulting integration error is plotted by the upper 

curve in Figure 5.4. H 

Table 5.2: Comparing the /i-scaled derivatives of Vn3 in Figure 5.3. 

Order (z) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

/i-scaled derivatives hlXQ at 713 
Exact 

-4.99e+000 
3.14e+000 
3.94e-004 

-3.10e+001 
-3.89e-003 
3.06e+002 
3.84e-002 

-3.02e+003 

From (5.22) 

-4.99e+000 

3.14e+000 
3.94e-004 

-3.10e+001 

1.74e+006 

-9.61e+013 
5.28e+021 

-2.90e+029 

Proposed 
-4.99e+000 
3.14e+000 
3.94e-004 

-3.10e+001 
-3.89e-003 
3.06e+002 
3.84e-002 
-3.02+003 

5.4.2 Proposed initialization procedure 

One way to reduce the numerical error in the starting vector introduced by invert

ing C ( C n ) is to start the algorithm with a very small step size. Indeed, the step 

size will be automatically reduced when the step size control mechanism described in 

chapter 4 is being enabled. The error control mechanism effectively reduces the error 

amplification factor and could curb the propagation of error for higher order deriva

tives. Unfortunately, in many situations, it does not give satisfactory performance as 

it entails starting the time stepping algorithm with an excessively small size and the 

algorithm may never recover from. 
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To address this difficulty, a few options are available. The first option is to use an 

order ramping method to gradually establish the desired order p = l+m. For example, 

with the only information xo available, we can choose m = 2, I = 0 to integrate the 

first time step at t = h\. In the subsequent steps, the order is increased by setting 

m = 4, 1 = 2, and so forth until the desired integration order has been reached. 

One problem with this methodology is that during the order ramping process, the 

truncation error of the lower-order method is much larger than that of the high-order 

method at the same step size. Thus, a very small step size has to be chosen to get a 

matched truncation error. 

Another possible method is to compute the scaled derivatives WXQ for i = 1, 2 

by using the recursive formulas (5.22) or (5.23) at t = 0. With x0, HXQ ' and h2xQ 

available, the order ramping method is adopted starting from m = 4, I = 2 to 

gradually increase the integration order. 

It is possible to compute the desired high-order derivatives with considerable ac

curacy at the first time step t = h\. This is achieved by integrating the first step 

using method [(/ + m)/0]. The advantage is that method [(I + m)/0] is as accurate 

as method [l/m], in the sense of local truncation error because both methods are of 

order p = I + m. One issue with this approach lies in that method [(I + m)/0] may 

not be an A-stable method. Noting that stability is a global property based on a 

period of integration, one step integration by a conditionally stable method should 

not affect the overall stability of method [l/m]. 

To demonstrate the importance of the accurate initial vector, we reconsider the 

circuit shown in Figure 5.3. The last column in Table 5.2 shows the scaled derivatives 

at node 72,3 obtained after the initial build-up and compares them with the exact 
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Figure 5.4: The integration error obtained with two different initial conditions. 

scaled derivatives computed at the same time instant. As we can see from Table 5.2, 

the scaled derivatives obtained by the high order integration methods are accurate to 

at least 3 decimals. Also the lower curve in Figure 5.4 presents the error produced 

in the time-stepping starting with the initial vector computed using the proposed 

methodology. 
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5.5 Overall algorithm description 

In this section, a piece of pseudo-code is provided to describe the general proce

dure of the proposed algorithm. A potential difficulty may arise if the input stimuli 

poses isolated points with discontinuous high-order derivatives, such as in the case of 

piecewise-linear functions. In such a situation, the proposed technique proceeds in a 

piecewise manner through implementation on the intervals where the input stimuli is 

locally smooth enough to provide the needed high-order derivatives. Terminal con

ditions within one interval provide the initial conditions to the subsequent interval. 

The algorithm in Figure 5.5 shows the computation procedure for one such interval. 
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T I M E - S T E P P I N G USING T H E MODIFIED O B R E S H K O V METHOD [l/m] 

input: m. I, etoi, h0, tfmai, xQ, x§>, xfr' 

1 initialization: n <— 1, tn <— 0, h <— h^. 

2 if I > 2 

3 t h e n 

comment: order ramping process 

4 repeat 

5 m<-2, l<-0 

6 repeat 

7 I •>— rh, m *— I + 2 

8 tn+i <— tn + h 

9 compute ^ „ + 1 in (5.13) using the modified Obreshkov method [l/m] 

10 n <- n + 1 

11 until m > Z 

12 estimate LTE dn+\ using methods in chapter 4 

13 if dn+1 < etoi 

14 then update h using (4.3) 

15 else compute h using (4.5), n •<— I, h *— h, 

16 until d n + i < etoi 

comment: end of order ramping process 

17 While tn+i < tfmal 

18 do 

comment: start time stepping 

19 repeat 

20 t n + 1 <- t n + h 

21 compute ^ n + 1 in (5.13) using the modified Obreshkov method [l/m] 

22 estimate LTE dn+\ using methods in chapter 4 

23 if dn+i < etoi 

24 then update h using (4.3), n <— n + 1 

25 else compute ft. using (4.5), /i <— A 

26 until d n + 1 < etoi 

comment: end of time stepping 

Figure 5.5: A pseudo-code description for the time-stepping algorithm for nonlinear 

circuits. 



Chapter 6 

Improved implementation 

techniques 

This chapter shows that the formulation of the high-order methods described in chap

ter 5 offers structural characteristics that, when exploited, can significantly improve 

the performance of the proposed method. 

It is observed that the main computational overhead of high-order methods, as 

compared to the LMS methods such as BDF, is having to factorize a matrix that is 

(m + 1) times larger than the Jacobian matrix of the LMS methods. In addition, 

the sparsity pattern encountered in the Jacobian matrix is different from the sparsity 

patterns arising in circuit simulations. Therefore, high-order Jacobian matrices do 

not lead themselves naturally to circuit-oriented sparse solver such as KLU [34]. 

Another computational burden in the proposed high-order methods is related to 

the number of iterations required by Newton-Raphson method in order to reach 

convergence. This is because the large step size afforded by the high-order methods 

86 
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typically requires two or three iterations more than the number needed by the low-

order small step size ones to converge to a solution. With the larger matrix size, these 

additional iterations become truly significant in the total computational efforts. 

The goal of the following sections is to introduce more tailored techniques aimed 

at enabling high-order methods to attain their full potentials. 

6.1 Structural characteristics 

This section shows that the Jacobian matrix possesses a certain feature that consid

erably facilitates the LU factorization. 

Solving the algebraic nonlinear equations in (5.13) is typically carried out through 

an iterative Newton-based technique, which requires factorize the Jacobian matrix 

at each iteration. For illustration purposes, the associated Jacobian matrix can be 

written as (6.1) 

G + Jo,o hC + Jo,l «/o,2 

Ji,o G + Jiti frC + Ji^ ••• 

Jm-l,0 

a0I 

Jm-1,1 

ail 

Jo,m 

J l ,m 

h,G + Jm—\,', 

OimJ 

(6.1) 

( m + l ) x ( m + l ) blocks 

3 / & i where Jij = — f^h1 J. It can easily be shown that 

JiA = 0 for I < j . 

This fact makes the Jacobian matrix a lower block Hessenberg matrix. 
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We expand the Jacobian matrix Jo,o = §~| t= t in a Taylor series in t at t = tn+\. 

Hence, 
OO -, 

where r = t — t n + i and .Ri+i = •, ° ° I, , • Define 

-R,, — —R 
u\ 

(u) .3) 

as the matrix-valued uth Taylor scries coefficient of J0;o- Since f(x(t)) is continuously 

differentiable with respect to both t and x^\ differentiation with respect to t and x^ 

commutes. We can therefore proceed with the following manipulation [35]: 

<9fw 

" ? . . i — hj dxb) 

= h^ 

d 
dxb) 
Ql 

dz 

d¥ 

d 

a/(a:(t)) &c(i) 

t—tn+l 

t—tn 

dP 

= hl~3 

— h%~i 

dx(t) dxb) _ 

t—*n+l 

\u=0 t—tn+l 

h% = hl~3-Rl. 
7 

The last two equations follow from Leibniz's rule and the fact that only the zth deriva

tive of t% does not vanish at t = tn+i- The above manipulation therefore demon

strates that the two-dimensional array of matrices JhJ can be replaced by the single-

dimensional array R% that represents the Taylor series coefficients matrices of the 
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Jacobian matrix used by the low-order method. Thus, the Jacobian matrix can be 

represented as follows 

G + R0 

hRi G + R0 % 

G + RQ c 
h 

(6.4) 

hm-l{m-l)\Rm.1 

a0I ail ... amI 

In the modified implementation proposed in this section, the entries in the Jacobian 

matrix df(x)/dx are stored as nonlinear expressions represented by the rooted tree 

structures as described in chapter 5. Computing Hi is then carried out by assign

ing the appropriate x^+l to the leaf nodes in the rooted tree and propagating the 

derivatives down to the root node in a manner similar to the description presented in 

chapter 5. 

6.2 Block factorization 

Although, the Jacobian matrix in (6.4) is very sparse, its sparse structure is not 

amenable to efficient LU factorization by circuit-oriented sparse LU factorization 

packages such as KLU [36], [34]. This is because sparse matrix solvers such as KLU, 

produce their best performance when the matrix to be factorized is symmetric and has 

a zero-free diagonal. Although matrices arising in circuit simulation are not exactly 

symmetric, their nonzero pattern is roughly symmetric. In addition, they have a 

zero-free or nearly zero-free diagonal. 

Unfortunately, the Jacobian matrix produced by the high-order method and de-
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picted by (6.4) is no longer nearly symmetric. Instead, it has lower block Hessenberg 

form. This fact can dramatically reduce the efficiency of circuit-oriented sparse solvers 

such as KLU. 

It should be noted that there have been some recent attempts to factorize block 

Hessenberg matrices, e.g. [37] and [38]. However these techniques reach their peak 

efficiency when the blocks are full or sufficiently dense. In the present situation, 

however, the blocks have a circuit-like sparse structures. 

The proposed idea to handle this issue takes advantage of the fact that each block 

is sparse and the blocks form a Hessenberg matrix. This idea can be explained by 

permuting the Jacobian matrix such that the ^-scaled derivatives of the ith variable 

are grouped together. This in effect makes the Jacobian matrix have the same circuit

like sparse structure, except that the entries become (m+1) x (m+1) matrices, instead 

of scalars. This idea is similar to the one proposed in [39] to handle the Jacobian 

matrix in the Harmonic Balance. However, the block entries arising in this situation 

enjoy unique structures that can be exploited to produce a more efficient factorization 

technique. Section 6.3 elaborates further on the structure of each block. 

The proposed technique can be described in a two-stage process. In the first stage, 

a symbolic analysis is performed on an artificial N x N matrix whose sparsity pattern 

is identical to the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian matrix that arises in the course of 

using a low-order method such as the TR method. The goal of this stage is to obtain 

the optimal preordering techniques necessary to minimize the number of fill-ins. The 

symbolic analysis is carried out only once at the beginning of the simulation and its 

cost is identical to the one used for low-order methods. 

The second stage is mainly numerical, where operations are performed on the 
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Jacobian matrix, whose entries are the (m + 1) x (m + 1) blocks, obtained by the 

permutation described above. In more precise terms, if J is the N x N block matrix, 

whose entries are (m + 1) x (m + 1) blocks, then 

J = PJPT, (6.5) 

where P is an appropriate permutation operator. In this case, J can be written as 

J = [Jij] 

where i,j = 1 , . . . , N and J j j is an (m + 1) x (m + 1) block, that occupies rows 

(i — l)(m + 1) + 1 to i(m + 1) and columns (j — l)(m + 1) + 1 to j(m + 1). 

The numerical factorization typically proceeds using the left-looking LU factoriza

tion scheme with partial pivoting [36], [40], but with scalar floating-point operations 

extended to block operations. Figure 6.1 presents a pseudo-code illustration of the 

block version of the LU decomposition in [36]. 

B L O C K L E F T - L O O K I N G LU FACTORIZATION F O R AN N X N UNSYMMETRIC BLOCK MATRIX J 

1 L = I 

2 for p = 1 t o N 

d o 

3 solve the block lower triangular system Ly = J(:,p) 

4 C / ( l : p - l , p ) = y ( l : p - l , l ) 

5 do partial pivoting on block vector y(p : N, 1) 

6 LU factorize L(p,p)U(p,p) = y(p, 1) 

7 solve L{p + 1 : N,p)U(p,p) = y(p + 1 : N, 1) for L(p + 1 : N,p) 

Figure 6.1: A pseudo-code description for the block LU factorization. 

The pivoting step in the above algorithm is crucial to avoid numerical instability. 

However, given the block nature of the above algorithm, one needs to compare the 
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determinants of each block matrix in order to choose the block with the largest deter

minant as the pivot. As will be shown in section 6.3, the nature of these blocks makes 

computing their determinants trivial. However, due to fill-ins, full blocks can arise, 

in which case, computing the determinant can be expensive. Typically, computing 

the determinant of a matrix is carried out by performing the LU factorization and 

multiplying the diagonal elements of the resulting upper triangular matrix, i.e., given 

matrix A of size (m + 1) x (m + 1) and A = LU, the determinant of matrix A is 

obtained by 

det(A) = det{L) det(U) (6.6) 

= det(C7) (6.7) 

= UhlU2,2 • • • Um+l,m+l, (6.8) 

where equation (6.7) follows from the fact that det(L) = 1, and u^j, i = 1 , . . . , m + 1, 

are the diagonal elements of U [41]. 

In order to relieve the computational burden of having to find the determinants of 

all the blocks, the proposed algorithm approximates the determinants by multiplying 

the diagonal elements of the matrices and selects the matrix with the largest product 

as the trial pivot. After performing the LU factorization of the trial pivot, the pro

posed algorithm computes the real determinant of the trial pivot by using (6.8). If 

the real determinant is close to the approximated determinant, the trial pivot is then 

accepted as the formal pivot. Otherwise, the proposed algorithm continues to seek 

new trial pivots in this fashion until a formal pivot is chosen. 
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6.3 Sparse reduced Jacobian formulation 

This section presents an alternative formulation for the Jacobian matrix that leads to 

smaller matrix size without destroying the natural sparsity pattern of the Jacobian 

matrix. This formulation is based on the observation that x™^_\ need not be computed 

explicitly as in system (5.13). Indeed, «„+! can be written in terms of the lower-order 

derivatives x^+1, i < m, using the Obreshkov formula itself 

m—1 

hmx™ = — J>( / ^« ) - — Y, «.(*'*2-i)- •9) 

Substituting from (6.9) into (5.13) produces a new system 

G 

ag C 
am h 

C 
h 

G c 
h 

G- » m - l C 
Ctm h 

_ 
xn+\ 

hx{1) 

''"Ln+1 + 

-~ 
/ n + l 

hf{1) 
nJ n+l 

i r o - l f K - l ) 
rl J n+l 

= 

bn+l 

(1) hb n+l 

(6.10) 

where b = /im~16„™7 — ~^ J2k=o@k(hkxn ). The corresponding Jacobian matrix 

is given in (6.11) 

J = 

G + R0 

hRi 

2h2R2 

c 
h 

G + RQ 

2hR1 G + R0 % 

,m—l. m iy.Rm-1-^ ^ - 2 ( m - l ) ! i ^ _ 2 - ^ f /~1 I T> Olm — l C 

mxm blocks 

(6.11) 

It is important to note that the size of the new Jacobian matrix in (6.11) is 

mN x mN instead of (m + 1)N x (m + 1)JV obtained earlier. It should also be 
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remarked that the sparsity pattern of the new Jacobian matrix is still similar to the 

sparsity pattern in the old one. This fact is advantageous since it maintains the same 

efficiency obtained from the block factorization algorithm presented in section 6.2. 

After performing the permutation proposed in section 6.2, the blocks in the final 

Jacobian matrix can be one, or a combination of more than one of the following types 

of blocks. 

1. A diagonal block, of the form gI. This is the type of blocks that can arise if 

node i or node j , or both are connected to memoryless linear elements. 

2. A block of the form f-B, where B is a companion matrix, i.e., 

am Ctm 

This block arises if node i or node j , or both are connected to linear memory 

elements. 

3. A lower triangular block of the form 

0 

r0 0 

r0 

which arises if node i or node j , or both are connected to nonlinear memoryless 

elements. 
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4. Naturally, if node i or node j or both are connected to more than one types of 

the above mentioned elements, therefore, in its most general form, a block can 

be a lower Hessenberg matrix of the form 

9 + ro 

hm-l{m-l)\rm^-^h 

9 + r0 

, Q-m— 1 C 

9 + ro ~^ri 
The nature of those blocks makes it easier to construct and store the Jacobian matrix 

using only information about the circuit elements connected at each node. 

6.4 Reduced cost for Newton—Raphson method 

Naturally, high-order methods can afford a larger time-step than low-order integration 

methods. However, a larger time-step entails a larger effort by the nonlinear iterative 

solver to converge to a solution to the algebraic nonlinear equations. This fact may 

become a significant computational burden, especially when the nonlinear system in 

(6.10) is m times the normal size of the circuit. 

This section addresses the above problem by developing a technique that can 

reduce the number of iterations performed on the augmented system and replace 

them by iterations on the reduced system. The basic idea in the proposed technique 

relies on using a low-order method to obtain a low-accuracy solution. For illustration 

purpose, we assume here that the TR is used to obtain such low accuracy solution. 

Thus, denoting that solution by xn+i, we have by TR 

xn+l = Xn + ~{Xn + Xn+l) (6.12) 
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Substituting (6.12) into (5.11) and rearranging terms gives 

G + -C) xn+1 + / n +i(x„+i) -C ~ G ) xn - fn{xn) + bn+1 + bn. (6.13) 

The above nonlinear system can be solved using the same iterative Newton-Raphson 

method. However, it should be noted here that the Jacobian matrix is only an N x N 

matrix, as opposed to the mN x mN matrix used in the high-order methods. 

Upon convergence, the obtained xn+i represents an initial guess for the first N 

components in £n + 1 . Generating the initial guess for the remaining (m — l)N compo

nents representing the /i-scaled high-order derivatives in £ n + 1 is carried out through 

using the system in (6.13). More specifically, differentiating both sides of (6.13) w.r.t. 

t and multiplying by h, we obtain 

G + f C l / ^ + g 
Xn + 1 

hx{l) -

lC-G)h^-3i hx^ + hb^ + hb'V. (6.14) 

Using the notation introduced earlier, whereby df/dx is expanded in a Taylor series 

as in (6.2), taking the (i — l ) t h derivative of •g£hxn+1 w.r.t. t and multiplying by hl~l 

yields 

a Jn+l = h - ^ (Of^ 
dP~l \dx 

\ \u=0 
E>iV W" 

i=o 

i - l 

3=0 

j ) dP-x-3 l ^ 7 , J ' 
v«=0 

U\ 
'n+1 

Tu X{J+1) 

i - 1 D ( * - H ) T ( J - + I ) 3.15) 
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The last two equations follow from Leibniz's rule and the fact that only the ith deriva

tive oft1 does not vanish at t = £n+i- Thus, using the results obtained in (6.15), taking 

the (i — l ) t h derivative of (6.14) w.r.t. t and multiplying both sides by / i1 - 1 , we obtain 

the following system for the higher-order derivatives of xn+\ 

j=o ^ J s J = o \ J y 

The above system can be solved recursively for / I 'CC;^ where the obtained solution 

is used as the starting initial guess for the augmented system in (6.10). 

It should be remarked here that the additional cost in computing the m — 1 higher-

order derivatives will be simply another m — 1 FB substitutions of the factorized 

Jacobian matrix obtained at the convergence of (6.13). 

It should also be emphasized that the goal of the proposed technique is to shift a 

significant portion of the convergence effort from the M.mN space to the M.N space. 



Chapter 7 

Numerical experiments 

In this chapter, we present a few numerical examples to demonstrate the advantages 

of the proposed algorithm. The implementation techniques introduced in chapter 

5 were used to run the simulations. More examples will be given in chapter 8 to 

demonstrate the efficiency introduced by the techniques described in chapter 6. The 

algorithm was implemented using C + + . Bison and flex were used to generate the 

parsing code and to interpret the netlists and nonlinear expressions. UMFPACK 

was used to perform LU decompositions and FB substitutions. All the tests were 

performed on Sun Microsystems, where the system clock frequency is 177MHZ and 

the memory size is 12GB. 

7.1 Constant step size simulation 

The proposed algorithm was tested on the linear circuit shown in Figure 7.1 to provide 

the initial proof-of-concept. The exact transient response for this circuit was obtained 

using a direct eigenvector-eigenvalue analysis, and is plotted in Figure 7.2 for node 77.3. 

98 
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This figure also shows the results obtained from the proposed algorithm after fixing 

the step size to 2nS and compares them with the results obtained by the trapezoidal 

rule (TR) for the same step size. 

Vdc + ^ac sin(coO 

Vic = 5 
Vac=lQ 
<o = 1GHz 

Figure 7.1: The linear test circuit used in section 7.1. 

-4 98 

-4 985 

-5 015 

-5 025 

• Proposed 
® TR 

— ^ Exact 

05 1 5 2 
Time 

25 35 

x10 

Figure 7.2: The waveform obtained in simulating the circuit of Figure 7.1. 
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This set of results demonstrate the performance of the proposed method when 

implemented using a constant size and for different values for the step sizes. Figure 

7.3 shows the error obtained by the proposed method and compares it with the 

error resulting from using the Trapezoidal rule. The error shown in this figure is the 

difference between the exact and approximated solution averaged over the integration 

interval. The order used for the integration method in this experiment is 18. 

Figure 7.3: A comparison between the proposed method and TR for the average error 

vs. the step size. 

7.2 Variable step size simulation 

The proposed algorithm was tested on the linear circuit shown in Figure 7.4. The 

simulation result shown in Figure 7.5 was generated by using small step sizes. 
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Figure 7.4: A linear RLC test circuit. 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Time (sec) 

3.5 4 
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Figure 7.5: The time domain response of the circuit in Figure 7.4. 
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The step size was controlled to maintain the error below various error tolerances. 

Figure 7.6 displays the number of steps needed by the proposed method vs. the order 

of integration for different error tolerance levels ranging from etoi = 10~3 to 10~8 over 

an interval of 4ns. 

Figure 7.6: Integration steps vs. the order of integration for different tolerances. 

This example was simulated using HSPICE® for 0.1ns, where the commercial 

simulator needed 53 time points. The proposed algorithm of order 6 required only 4 

points for the same time-span and tolerance level. 

7.3 A MOSFET amplifier circuit 

The MOSFET amplifier circuit of Figure 7.7 is considered for this example, where 

the MOSFET transistor is modeled with the equivalent circuit in Figure 7.8. The 
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drain-source current Ids is described by a single-piece Coo nonlinearity that models 

the different modes of operation including subthreshold conduction [42]. C ^ models 

are often desirable in modeling device nonlinearities, but they often lead to complex 

nonlinear expressions. The Coo model and the netlist describing the circuit in Figure 

7.7 are given in Appendix A. 

Vout 

Figure 7.7: A MOSFET amplifier circuit. Rx = 99kQ, R2 = 20MX RD = 17.5M1 

Rs = 2kfi, RL = 175k.Q, d = C2 = 10/iF, Vi = 1.6 x sm{u0t), LUQ = 2vrkHz, 

VDD = 15V. 

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the performance of the high-order 

derivatives handling methodology in the proposed algorithm. Table 7.1 presents the 

CPU time spent in the evaluation of those derivatives needed to compute / and df/d£ 

up to the 19th derivative and compares it with the time taken by the AD package from 

Maple. The AD columns in the table show the construction time, that is the time 

needed to generate the symbolic derivatives, and the time needed to evaluate / . In 

the proposed technique, the time needed to translate the nonlinear expression into the 
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Gate 

9 

C„ 

Source 

C, gs C, gd 

T vds 

t'< 
-AAA/ o 

Ct,, 
'Vbs 

+ 

bd 

^-bd 

+ 

Drain 

Substrate 

Figure 7.8: The MOSFET model used in Figure 7.7. Cgb = Ggd = Cbs = Cbd = 20fF, 

Cgs = 12.9fF, rd = rs = 10, Ibs = Isbs(ex-p(vbs/VT) - 1), Ibd = Isbd(exp(vbd/VT) - 1), 

Isbs = 10_16A, Isbd = 6.952 x 10"14A, VT = 25e - 3, Ids is modeled by a single-piece 

Coo model with equations described in [42]. 

rooted tree, which is independent of the derivative order, was equal to 0.046 seconds. 

It is to be noted also here that AD cannot compute the entries in the Jacobian matrix 

df/d£ and therefore is not reported. Figure 7.9 shows the output waveform of this 

circuit, with the time points marked by squares. It was generated by the proposed 

algorithm with order 6 and etoi = le — 4. 

Table 7.1: CPU time of the high-order derivative computations 
Order (i) 

1 

5 

10 

15 

19 

Proposed Technique 

f 
9.68e-05 
3.94e-04 

7.97e-04 

1.26e-03 

1.70e-03 

df/di 
3.73e-04 

1.80e-03 

4.99e-03 
1.41e-02 

1.94e-02 

AD 

Construction 

1.60e-02 

1.87e-01 

3.94E+00 

3.40e+01 
2.14e+02 

/ 
1.50e-2 

6.30e-02 

3.90e-01 

1.16e+00 

2.31e+00 
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Figure 7.9: The output response of the MOSFET amplifier circuit. Exact response 

(represented by a solid line) was approximated using a very small step size. The 

response represented by the squared dots was obtained from the proposed algorithm. 

7.4 An inverter circuit 

The proposed algorithm was used to run the transient simulation of an inverter cir

cuit shown in Figure 7.10, where the input stimulus is a piecewise-linear waveform 

represented by a trapezoidal waveform having a rise/fall time of 0.2ns, a pulse-width 

of 0.8ns and an amplitude of 1.2 volts. 

The model used to represent the inverter is described by the behavioral model 
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Figure 7.10: A digital circuit with an inverter and its modeling. Rx = 50f2, f?2 = 

lOkft, d = 0.2fF, C2 = 0.2fF. 

illustrated in Figure 7.10(b). Such an approach to behavioral modeling of logic gates 

was proposed in [43], where a nonlinear capacitance and a nonlinear conductance are 

used at each port of the logical gate to model its dynamic behavior. The nonlinear 

functions in all the capacitors and conductors are functions of all port voltages and 

represented by sets of tabulated data providing the charge and current values at 

each port corresponding to a given configuration of port voltages. The tabulated 

data, which is generated by some independent simulations, is fitted to neural network 

having a single hidden layer employing a hyper-tangent activation function using a 

Matlab® neural network toolbox within 2 minutes. The detailed description of the 

neural network and the netlist of Figure 7.10 are given in Appendix B. 

Figure 7.11 depicts the transient results obtained at the input and output nodes of 

the circuit. The TR simulation required 2859 points and lasted for 6 seconds, whereas 

the proposed algorithm (order 6) required 225 points and lasted 0.87 seconds for the 

same error tolerance level. 
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Time (sec) x10 

Figure 7.11: Transient simulation results for the inverter circuit. 

7.5 A Cauer low-pass filter with MOSFET ampli

fiers 

The proposed algorithm was tested on a Cauer low-pass filter consisting 8 OpAmps 

[2], where each OpAmp was constructed from a two-stage amplifier [44] as shown 

in Figure 7.12. The Cauer low-pass filter is shown in Figure 7.14. The MOSFET 

equivalent circuit illustrated in Figure 7.8 was used to model each transistor. The 

time domain response of the circuit is shown in Figure 7 13. Table 7.2-7.4 summarize 

the CPU simulation time along with the maximum error and number of computed 

time points for three different tolerance levels and for different orders. It is important 
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to note here that for order 2 (I = 1, m = 1), the modified Obreshkov formula reduces 

exactly to the simple trapezoidal rule. 

300 

M7 
60/0.8 

Figure 7.12: The two-stage OpAmp used in the Cauer low-pass filter. (VDD — 7V) 

Table 7.2: CPU cost for the Cauer low-pass filter with MOSFETs with etol = le - 2. 

Order 

TR(2) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Error 

8.74e-3 

8.88e-3 

8.68e-3 

8.70e-3 

8.11e-3 

Pts 

576 

137 

60 

36 

26 

#LUs 

1815 

545 

252 

167 

145 

CPU 

LU 

7.71 

4.14 

2.10 

2.01 

2.53 

Fn&Jn 

241 

142 

67 

68 

60 

Other 

1.5 

0.73 

0.34 

0.33 

0.29 

Speedup 

1.0 

1.7 

3.6 

3.5 

3.9 
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1 1.5 
Time (sec) x10 

2.5 
3 

Figure 7.13: The time domain response of the Cauer low-pass filter with MOSFETs. 

The dotted line is the input and the solid line is the output. 

Table 7.3: CPU cost for the Cauer low-pass filter with MOSFETs with etoi = le — 3. 

Order 

TR(2) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Error 

9.23e-4 

9.36e-4 

9.63e-4 

9.92e-4 

8.76e-4 

Pts 

1771 

289 

101 

55 

36 

#LUs 

5407 

1032 

417 

236 

168 

CPU 

LU 

21.31 

7.70 

3.35 

2.53 

2.07 

Fn&Jn 

717 

270 

110 

96 

69 

Other 

4.46 

1.41 

0.565 

0.462 

0.328 

Speedup 

1.0 

2.6 

6.5 

7.4 

10.3 

The maximum errors shown in the second column have been computed by run

ning the algorithm with very small step sizes and taking the resulting waveform as 
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Table 7.4: CPU cost for the Cauer low-pass filter with MOSFETs with etol 

Order 

TR(2) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Error 

8.74e-5 

8.57e-5 

8.89e-5 

1.03e-4 

9.16e-5 

Pts 

5751 

640 

185 

90 

59 

#LUs 

17044 

2023 

721 

380 

258 

CPU 

LU 

65.59 

14.90 

5.55 

4.24 

3.17 

Fn&Jn 

2261 

528 

188 

153 

105 

Other 

14.38 

2.80 

0.972 

0.743 

0.512 

Speedup 

1.0 

4.2 

11.9 

14.7 

21.4 

the reference for comparison for all orders and all tolerances. The third and fourth 

columns in these tables provide the number of computed time points and LU fac

torizations, respectively. The subsequent three columns provide a breakdown for the 

CPU time by the proposed algorithm, where the "Fn&Jn" denotes the total time 

for computing / n + 1 and dfn+1/d£n+1. The last column in these tables provides the 

measured speedup relative to the CPU time of the trapezoidal rule which is reported 

at the first row in each table. As can be observed, the proposed algorithm offers a 

higher speed up for more accurate simulations. 

110 

l e - 4 . 
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Figure 7.14: The Cauer-parameter low-pass filter used in section 7.5, pass-band from 

0 to 3470Hz, 0.03dB ripple [2], Vin = sin(32007rt) + sin(62007rf)V. 
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7.6 A Cauer low-pass filter with /iA-741 OpAmps 

Instead of the two-stage MOSFET amplifier, the bipolar OpAmp /iA-741 [44] was 

used to redesign the Cauer low-pass filter. The same simulation configuration shown 

in Figure 7.14 was used. The bipolar transistors were modeled by the Ebers-Moll 

models shown in Figure 7.15. Table 7.5 compares the performance of TR and that of 

the proposed algorithm of order 6. 

ap'DE 

afl/Dc 

Figure 7.15: The Ebers-Moll model for N P N bipolar (cbc = 0.8pF, cbe = l p F , cbcx 

O.lpF, rb = 100ft, re = 10ft, re = 1ft, iDE = ISE(exp(VBE/VT) - 1), iDC 

Isc(exp(yBC/VT) - 1), aFISE = cxRISc = Is = l e - 15A, aF = 0.99, aR 

0.02, VT = 25e - 3). 

Table 7.5: CPU cost for the Cauer low-pass filter (/iA-741 OpAmp) with etoi = le —4. 

Order 

TR(2) 

6 

Pts 

5751 

53 

#LUs 

17173 

330 

CPU 

LU 

943 

63.15 

Fn&Jn 

90.47 

4.44 

Other 

77.97 

3.27 

Speedup 

1.0 

15.8 



Chapter 8 

Numerical examples by improved 

techniques 

This chapter presents more numerical examples to show the influence of the proposed 

implementation improvements suggested in chapter 6. 

8.1 Fill-in reduction in LU factorization 

This example demonstrates the fill-in reduction in the LU factorization of the Jacobian 

matrix using the techniques proposed in section 6.2. Here, the Cauer low-pass filter 

with /iA-741 OpAmps, which was presented in section 7.6, is considered again. 

A sample Jacobian matrix arising in the course of using the high-order method 

was considered for factorization using two proposed techniques. The first is the classic 

KLU and the other one is the proposed block-form technique presented in section 6.2. 

The Jacobian matrix has the structure depicted in (6.11) and its size was mN x mJV, 

where N is the size of the problem MNA formulation, which is equal to 1601 for this 

113 
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example. Table 8.1 compares the number of non-zero fill-ins obtained from the two 

techniques for various orders of m. It is obvious that the proposed technique can 

reduce the number of fill-ins by more than half as compared to the classic KLU. 

Table 8.1: Number of nonzero 
m 

Classic KLU 
Proposed block LU 

1 

9300 

9300 

2 

36903 

30379 

fill-ins 
3 

73682 

61785 

m the L and U 
4 

145810 
104278 

5 
263614 

157591 

'actors. 
6 

560584 

221716 

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 compare the sparsity pattern of the L and U factors obtained 

from the classic KLU and the proposed block factorization algorithm. 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 
nz = 560584 

Figure 8.1: The LU sparsity pattern generated by the classic KLU. 
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Figure 8.2: The LU sparsity pattern generated by the block factorization algorithm 

proposed in chapter 6. 

8.2 Improved high-order Newton—Raphson conver

gence 

This example demonstrates the savings in the computational efforts associated with 

the convergence to a solution in the course of Newton iterations. The Cauer low-pass 

filter in the previous example was simulated for different high orders, where at each 

step, the NR initial trial solution was generated using two different approaches. In 
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the first approach, the results obtained at t = tn were used as the initial guess of 

high-order NR iterations at t = tn+\. In the second approach, before the high-order 

NR iterations, the proposed technique in section 6.4 was run first to generate the 

initial guess. For comparison purpose, other configurations, such as the step size, the 

total number of time points and the factorization algorithm were kept the same for 

the two situations. 

Sample results reported in Table 8.2 show the total number of high-order NR 

iterations along with the total number of NR iterations used by TR to generate the 

initial guess. 

Table 8.2: Number of Newton iterations for two initial condition configurations. 

Order 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Pts 

1353 

329 
142 

76 

Approach-1 

#LU(I) 
4299 

1317 

701 
434 

CPU(I) 

100.15 

29.69 

25.09 

16.53 

Approach-2 (prop 

#LU(II) 

2707 

767 

467 

287 

#LU(TR) 

2704 

656 
282 

150 

osed) 

CPU(II) 
88.46 

23.76 

19.84 

12.17 

The order of the algorithm and the total number of time points are shown in 

the first and second columns. The third column shows the total number of high-

order NR iterations in terms of the required LU factorizations in the first approach, 

followed by the overall CPU cost in seconds in this approach, indicated by "#LU(I)" 

and "CPU(I)", respectively. The following three columns show the reduced number of 

high-order NR iterations, the total number of NR iterations to obtain the initial guess 

based on the TR and the overall CPU time, indicated by "#LU(II) ' \ "#LU(TR)" 

and "CPU(II)" respectively, as described in the second approach. 

As shown in Table 8.2, the convergence characteristics of high-order methods are 
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improved when the proposed technique in section 6.4 is used to provide the initial 

guess for high-order methods. 

8.3 Overall CPU efficiency 

This example shows the overall improvement of the simulation time using the tech

niques proposed in chapter G. The same Caucr low-pass filter with /iA-741 OpAmps 

was simulated for 2.3msec using different orders, and the stimulus is a sinusoidal 

function consisting of two input frequencies, i.e., f\ = 1600Hz and f% = 3100Hz. 

Figure 8.3 shows the transient waveforms generated by different orders of the pro-

^f: output (order 6) 

11 i i i i 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

Time (sec) 1 n-3 

Figure 8.3: Transient simulation results for the example used in section 8.3. 
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posed algorithm. Tables 8.3 and 8.4 report the total CPU statistics resulting from 

the implementation in chapter 5 and from the proposed techniques in chapter 6, 

respectively. 

Table 8.3 reports the results obtained by solving the augmented system (5.13) 

using techniques introduced in chapter 5. The maximum errors shown in the second 

column have been computed by running the algorithm with very small step sizes and 

taking the resulting waveforms as the references of comparison for all orders and all 

tolerances. The third and fourth columns in this table provide the total number of 

computed points and LU factorizations, respectively. The subsequent three columns 

provide a breakdown for the CPU execution times in seconds for the main tasks 

involved in the algorithm, where the Jacobian matrices were factorized by KLU and 

"Fn&Jn" denotes the total time for computing / n + 1 and dfn+1/d£n+1. The last 

column provides the measured speedup relative to the CPU time of the TR, which is 

reported at the first row in Table 8.3. 

The circuit was simulated again by solving the reduced system (6.11) of size mN x 

mN, applying the proposed block algorithm and running TR first to enable better 

convergence characteristics of the high-order methods and the results are reported in 

Table 8.4. The same step size and number of computed points were used to maintain 

the same maximum error, thus are not reported. The second and third columns in 

this table provide the total number of LU factorizations used by block factorization 

algorithm to factorize the (mN x mN) Jacobian matrix (6.11), "#BLU", and the 

number of LU factorizations for the TR Jacobian matrix "#LU(TR)", respectively. 

The subsequent three columns provide a breakdown for the CPU execution times in 

seconds. The last column provides the measured speedup relative to the CPU time 
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of the TR. which is reported at the first row in Table 8.3. 

Table 8.3: CPU cost for section 8.3 with etoi = le-4 (implementations in chapter 5) 

Order 

TR(2) 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Error 

9.56e-5 

9.33e-5 

9.96e-5 
9.58e-5 

9.46e-5 

Pts 

5750 

639 
184 

89 
52 

#LU 

17173 

2495 
874 

511 

331 

CPU 
LU 

81.87 

33.91 

12.3 
13.96 

9.96 

Fn&Jn 

58.69 
14.66 

5.05 
4.4 
2.74 

Other 

29.98 

8.35 
3.16 
2.32 

1.66 

Speedup 

1.00 

3.08 

8.59 

8.56 

12.35 

Table 8.4: CPU cost for section 8.3 with ftoi = le-4 (implementations in chapter 6). 

Order 

3 
4 

5 
6 

#BLU 

1279 

471 
294 

206 

#LU(TR) 

1276 

490 

290 
190 

CPU 
LU 

23.21 

8.46 

8.46 

5.86 

Fn&Jn 
11.14 

4.2 

3.45 

2.25 

Other 

6.11 

2.24 

1.46 

1.13 

Speedup 

4.19 

11.45 

12.95 
18.67 

8.4 Cascaded inverters 

In this example, the circuit shown in Figure 8.4 is considered. The input stimulus is 

a piecewise linear waveform represented by a trapezoidal waveform having a rise/fall 

time of 40ns, a pulsewidth of 160ns and an amplitude of 1.2V. The model used to 

represent the inverters was presented in section 7.4. The transmission line is modeled 

by 1000 lumped RLC sections. The proposed algorithm with different orders was 

used to run the transient simulation and Figure 8.5 shows the transient waveforms 

obtained at the input and output nodes of the circuit. 

In this example both TR and the proposed algorithm of order 8 were used to 
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input 
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50 
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50 
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:0 2f -> iok 

Figure 8.4: A digital circuit with two inverters connected by a transmission line. 

o 

> 

2 25 
Time (sec) x10 

Figure 8.5: Transient simulation results for the example in section 8.4. 
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simulate the circuit in Figure 8.4. TR was implemented using the techniques in 

chapter 5, while the order 8 algorithm was implemented by adopting the proposed 

techniques in chapter 6. 

The performance of the TR and the proposed techniques presented in chapter 6 

are presented in Table 8.5 for tolerance level of 0.0001. The table also compares the 

performance of the proposed techniques in chapter 6 versus the performance obtained 

using techniques introduced in chapter 5. 

Table 8.5: CPU cost for example in section 8.4 with etol = 0.0001. 

Methods 

TR 
Order 8 (chapter 5) 

Order 8 (chapter 6) 

Pts 

16667 

257 
257 

#LU 

34197 

883 
664 

#LU(TR) 

0 
0 

255 

CPU 
LU 

293.62 
84.02 

30.09 

Fn&Jn 

48.98 
2.97 
2.2 

Other 
122.84 

8.26 
5.08 

Speedup 

1.00 
5.26 

12.56 

It should be clear here that, with the cost of matrix factorization being the dom

inant component in the overall CPU, the improved techniques proposed in chapter 6 

have reduced the high-order computational efforts significantly. 



Chapter 9 

Summary and future work 

This thesis presents a new algorithm for A-stable and L-stable solutions of stiff differ

ential algebraic equations arising from the circuit transient analysis. A brief summary 

and expected future works are described in the following two sections. 

9.1 Summary 

The new method, which is a single-step multi-derivative method, is based on Obreshkov 

integration formula. It utilizes high-order derivatives at the two time points of the 

current step. The integration formula can be arbitrarily high order by including ar

bitrarily high-order derivatives. The method is always A-stable if the number of the 

derivatives at two time points satisfies certain conditions. In addition to be A-stable, 

the method can be L-stable if the highest-order derivative at the past time point is 

one or two degree lower than the highest-order derivative at the current time point. 

The Obreshkov formula is proved to have the smallest local truncation error con

stant among all ^4-stable method of the same order. This means a larger step size is 
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allowed to achieve the same accuracy when compared to traditional integration meth

ods. By exploiting the effective error estimation and the step size control mechanism, 

the variable step size scheme is adopted to achieve better efficiency. 

Implementation details to linear circuits and nonlinear circuits are discussed. 

Parser techniques are used to interpret the netlists and nonlinear expressions. It 

is not necessary to analytically differentiate the nonlinear functions before evaluating 

the high-order derivatives and the Jacobian matrix. Rooted trees are constructed 

to represent the nonlinear functions in the circuits. Each sub-tree of a rooted tree 

represents a simpler expression. A recursive relationship of the high order derivatives 

is exploited to compute the high-order derivatives and the Jacobian matrix. The 

properties of the rooted trees are discussed. An initialization process of the proposed 

algorithm is discussed and an overall algorithm is presented. 

The structural characteristics of the underlying Jacobian matrix are exploited 

and a special tailored block factorization algorithm is discussed. A few improved 

implementation techniques are presented aiming at enabling the high-order methods 

to attain their full potentials. 

Several numerical examples are given to validate the theoretical analysis and 

demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm. 

9.2 Future work 

The proposed algorithm was carefully implemented and experiments showed that it 

is much more efficient than the traditional low-order methods. There is still room 

to improve the implementation. We expect to improve the implementation in the 
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following two ways. 

Parallelism 

It is possible to implement the proposed algorithm in parallel instead of computing 

everything by a single processor. Evaluating the nonlinear expressions and perform

ing the LU factorizations are the two major time consuming tasks. Computing the 

nonlinear expressions in parallel is trivial because the nonlinear functions are inde

pendent of each other. While, in general, LU factorization is a sequential process 

because each step is based on previous steps; however, with the block factorization 

mechanism, parallelism within blocks can be implemented. 

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, there are two major steps in the block left-looking 

factorization algorithm, i.e., block forward substitution (line 4) and [/-divide (line 

8). Observing closely, we notice that at the block forward substitution stage, the 

columns in y can be computed independently of each other. Each column is only 

dependent on the known L and the corresponding column in J ( : ,p ) . In the [/-divide 

stage, each block in L(p + 1 : N,p) can be computed independently of other blocks 

after U(p,p) is obtained. Therefore, with a careful partition of the data, parallelism 

can be applied to the block factorization algorithm to achieve CPU speedup. 

Piecewise nonlinear model 

In current implementation, each nonlinear circuit element is represented by one ex

pression in the nonlinear function vector f(x). For example, one-piece C^ MOSFET 

current model [42] is used as a substitute for the three-piece MOSFET current model 
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in order to make the current transition smooth. It is time consuming to evaluate the 

one-piece C^ MOSFET current model because it contains a complicated mathemat

ical function. 

The current implementation can be modified slightly to handle models with mul

tiple functions, such as the three-piece MOSFET current model. In order to handle 

multiple functions, the grammar of the parser and the expression lexical analyzer 

have to be modified to read multiple expressions and their corresponding conditions. 

A new expression class, i.e., a logic term has to be created to represent the boundary 

conditions. The logic term class contains one operator (<, < = , = = , > or > = ) 

and two operands (regular nonlinear expressions). 

Two separate expression vectors in a single nonlinear element are created to store 

the multiple nonlinear expressions and their corresponding logic conditions. During 

computation, all the logic terms are evaluated to generate logic outputs, true or false. 

Only one nonlinear expression corresponding to the logic true condition is chosen to 

represent the current status of the nonlinear element. 



Appendix A 

CQO M O S F E T source-drain current 

model 

A.l Model description 

The single piece C^ MOSFET source-drain current model [42] is given as follows. 

IDS = P(l + KVDS - V£S))V£S(V£S - 0.5(1 + 5 + ecV^s)V^s)(l + dsV£s)-\ (A.l) 

where 

VGS = T?—A—log(l+NsTRsTAsTexp(AsT{VGs-VTH))+exp(NSTAsT(VGs-VTH))), 
M ST A AT 

(A.2) 

VSAT = ^ j-, (A.3) 
SAT l + S + dcVgs' K J 

v i v T/ log(l + exp(A r g ( l - VDSIVSAT))) , . ,, 
VDS = VSAT - VSAT j—rr-. T~.—rT , KAA) 

log(l + exp(ATS)) 
and 

p = ^UQC0x, A = 1 . 0 e - 3 , 0a = 0.1, ,5 = 0.52358, 6C = 0.6, 
LJ 
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ATS = 7.7, NST = 1.01, AST = 13.6, RST = 0.038. 

VTH, CQX, UQ, W and L are device parameters. 

A. 2 Sample net list 
Vdd nOl gnd 15 

Vin n07 gnd sin(1.6 le3 0) 

CI n02 n03 lOu 

Rl nOl n03 99k 

R2 n03 gnd 20k 

Rd nOl n04 17.5k 

Rs n05 gnd 2k 

C2 n04 n06 lOu 

RL n06 gnd 175k 

Rs_ac n02 n07 1 

xml n04 n03 n05 n05 nmos length = 0.8u width=9.6148u 

.subckt nmos nd ng ns nb length = 0.8u width=80u 

GDsubl nb nOl cur = '1.0e-16*(exp((v(nb)-v(n01))/(25.0e-3)) - 1)' 

GDsub2 nb n02 cur = '6.952e-14*(exp((v(nb)-v(n02))/(25.0e-3)) - 1) 

rs ns nOl 1 

rd nd n02 1 

cgb ng nb 2.0e-14 

cgs ng nOl 1.293e-14 

cgd ng n02 2.0e-14 

cbs nOl nb 2.0e-14 

cbd n02 nb 2.0e-14 

Gids n02 nOl cur=' 

0 VGS = V(ng) -v(nOl), 

@ VDS = V(n02) - v(nOl), 

@ COX = 3.453e-3, 

0 UO = 0.03, 

@ beta = width/length*UO*COX, 

@ lambda = 8.0e-4, 

@ theta_S = 0, 

0 delta = 0.277, 

@ theta_C = 0, 

0 VTH = 8.183e-01, 
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0 ATS = 7.7, 

@ NST = 1.01, 

Q AST = 13.6, 

0 RST = 0.038, 

3 V_GS_L = l/(NST*AST)*log(l +NST*RST*AST*exp( AST * (VGS - VTH)) 

+ exp(NST * AST * (VGS - VTH))), 

a V_SAT = V_GS_L/(l+delta+theta_C*V_GS_L), 

a V_DS_L = V_SAT-V_SAT*log(l+exp(ATS*(l-VDS/V_SAT)))*l/(log(l+exp(ATS))), 

@ beta*(l+lambda*(VDS-V_DS_L))*V_DS_L * (V_GS_L-0.5*(l+delta+theta_C*V_GS_L)*V_DS_L) 

*1/(1 + theta_S* V_GS_L) 

. ends 

.end 



Appendix B 

Neural network description 

B.l Structure of a neural network 

As indicated in section 7.4, the inverter model is approximated by a neural network. 

Figure B.l shows the structure of the neural network. The hyperbolic tangent func

tion, tanh(x), as described in Table 5.1, is chosen to be the neuron layer because it 

resembles the inverting function at the origin. As a result, the outputs of the neural 

network are weighted sum of tanh terms, hi tanh(itj), where the argument Ui of each 

tanh term is a weighted sum of vin and i>out. Wi and hi are weights from the neural 

network training. 

B.2 Netlist of the inverter circuit in Figure 7.10 

Vinl 1 gnd pwl 0 0, 0.2n 1.2, In 1.2, 1.2n 0, 2.On 0 

CI 1 gnd 2.0e-16 

Rl 1 2 50 

xinv 2 3 InvGate 
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Figure B.l: Three-layer structure of the neural network. 

C2 3 gnd 2.0e-16 
R2 3 gnd 10000 

.subckt InvGate nl n2 

Gl nl GND cur = ' 

0 hO = 5.059e-08, 

S wlO = 5.537, wll 

<S w20 = 2.6313, w21 

0 w30 = 2.481, w31 

0 w40 = 0.27459, w41 

@ ul=wl0+wll*v(nl)+wl2*v(n2), 

@ u2=w20+w21*v(nl)+w22*v(n2), 

9 u3=w30+w31*v(nl)+w32*v(n2), 

® u4=w40+w41*v(nl)+w42*v(n2), 

@ h0+hl*tanh(ul)+h2*tanh(u2)+li3*tanh(u3)+li4*tanli(u4) 

-4.7754, wl2 

-3.1243, w22 

-2.2587, w32 

4.4161, w42 

0.54448, hi 

-1.5827, h2 

-2.317, h3 

-0.1731, h4 

-1.4914e-07, 

-1.4096e-07, 

1.2026e-07, 

1.0507e-07, 

G2 n2 GND cur = ' 

S hO =0.00032043, 

9 wlO = -1.2765, wll = 

S w20 = 0.68567, w21 = 

® w30 = 0.035186, w31 = 

a w40 = 0.65338, w41 = 

8 ul=wl0+wll*v(nl)+wl2*v(n2), 

a u2=w20+w21*v(nl)+w22*v(n2), 

0.82261, wl2 = -2.6917, hi =-0.0016002, 

0.079837, w22 = -0.65683, h2 = -0.004855, 

-0.95869, w32 = 0.92001, h3 =-0.0031312, 

-4.406, w42 = -0.26359, h4 =0.00012864, 
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u3=w30+w31*v(nl)+w32*v(n2), 

u4=w40+w41*v(nl)+w42*v(n2), 

h0+hl*tanh(ul)+h2*tanh(u2)+h3*taiLh(u3)+li4*tanlL(u4) 

CI nl GND q = ' 

a hO =1.4008e-15, 

0 wlO = 3.6336, wll = -3.8301, wl2 = 1.2266, 111 

0 w20 = 3.6513, w21 = -0.64846, w22 = -4.2748, h.2 

8 w30 = 1.3685, w31 = -3.4794, w32 = 1.0823, h3 

@ w40 = 0.75558, w41 = 3.6342, w42 = -1.2274, h4 

@ ul=wl0+wll*v(nl)+wl2*v(n2), 

Q u2=w20+w21*v(nl)+w22*v(n2), 

a u3=w30+w31*v(nl)+w32*v(n2), 

a u4=w40+w41*v(nl)+w42*v(n2), 

Q hO+hl*tanh(ul)+h2*tanh (u2) +h3*tanh (u3) +h4*tanh (u4) 

-1.1078e 

2.3035e 

-1.1817e 

1.1764e 

C2 n2 GND q = ' 

@ hO = 2.126e-15, 

a wlO = -1.7109, wll 

a w20 = -0.12504, w21 

a w30 = 1.1112, w31 

a w40 = -0.79794, w41 

8 ul=wl0+wll*v(nl)+wl2*v(n2), 

a U2=w20+w21*v(nl)+w22*v(n2), 

a u3=w30+w31*v(nl)+w32*v(n2), 

a u4=w40+w41*v(nl)+w42*v(n2), 

a h0+hl*tanh(ul)+li2*tanh(u2)+h3*tanii(u3)+h4*tanh(ii4) 

3.927, wl2 

-1.0807, w22 

-4.0169, w32 

-0.74631, w42 

2.8764, hi 

4.1871, h2 

2.2233, h3 

1.3802, h4 

-2.3048e 

5.2438e 

2.2872e 

3.7939e 

.ends 

.end 
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